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PRICE 4 CENTS

stations.
number of hunters in our woods Lufkin and Weston Parker with
“The amount of deer shipped in would seem to conserve the game re dogs and tried to track him, but the
1912 was 8307; in 1913, 5754.
In sources, it is also time that perhaps bear \vent intjo the river
evidently
1912 218 moose were shipped, and in an additional income from the two and the scent was lost, so that the
1913, 92 moose.
In 1912, 182 bears forms of license would give us-funds dogs could not do any work.
were shipped, and in 1913, 34.
to carry on the work of game pro
They say the bear probably weigh
“ Another factor enters into the tection enough more effectively so ed between three and four hundred
case, i. e., that the number of people that the supply of game would be pounds.
coming into^Maine in
automobiles maintained.
j each year to hunt is increasing very
“A further argument is set up by
rapidly every year, and a large and camp owners, guides and others in
increasing number o,f deer are taken terested in the resort business, that
Wauchula, Pa.,
out of the state each year by autos, the loss of about one-third,
which
Otot. 30, 1914.
which were formerly shipped
by between 1912 and 1913 amounted to
Chairman Harry B. Austin of the
To
the
Editor
of
Maine
Wooae:
rail.
But just how much of a fac over 600 hunters, is a very serious
Maine Fish and Game Commission
How we miss the golden
autumn
tor this is can only be
estimated, one to them.
If we take a con
was asked Friday of last week re
days,
here
in
this,
far-away
land
of
because the commissioners have no servative estimate that, each of these
garding the non-residents “ big game”
fruits and flowers.
But to
the
way of keeping track of deer ship 600 hunters, who kept away
from
license fee and what, if any, recom
sportsmen, the lack of autumnal beau
ped in any way except under license Maine, owing to the advance in the
mendations the commissioners have
ty is filled in by good hunting and
tags by the different railroads.
price of the non-resident hunter’s li
in mind for presentation to the in
fishing.
The hunting season does
“ Figures for the current year are cense in 1913, would have spent $75
coming Legislature.
He said, in
not open until November 16, so we
not complete enough to form
any each for transportation, hoard, guides,
part:
4
fishing the
Deputy Sheriff Harry E. Bell had are bidding onr time,
thing but an estimate as to the nuue wages, etc., we have an
aggregate a run for his money all rigtbt Friday meanwhile.
“ You may say that the fish and
Almost every day a
ber of licenses issued, but probab sum of $45,000 loss to these interests,
game commissioners will recommend
of last week.
party goes out to Lake Josephine or
ly, will not vary much, from 1913.
and I think everyone will agree that
to the Legislature:
When the freight train- arrived in the Big Charlie creek, returning a
“ Should the Legislature see fit to provided a sufficiently effective war Phillips about 2.30 Deputy Bell was few days later with a fine load of
“ First—a five-years’ close time on
enact a law for a small resident den service can be maintained, to crossing the railroad yard to go to fish.
moose, and
But orange picking and pack
“ Second—if the first becomes a hunter’s license—as we hope it will protect the game now in our forests., his mill when- Conductor McMullen ing began last Monday, so there
law, we intend to recommend a re —it would be much easier .for our and thh/t Maine would be glad to called his attention to two men wiho will be fewer fisherman for the
duction of the fee for
non-resident j wal c^ens to enforce the noa-resident welcome an increasing number of had come up on the train.
One was next fejw weeks.
hunters in Maine from the present' ^aWThe conditions now are such hunters from out of the state, each beating a hasty retreat across
to
Recently our town marshal brought
$25 to the old $15 fee
! tha,t ^ a war<tan approaches
one season.”
Pleasant street, while the other was an alligator, five and a half
feet
~In 1911 2043 non-resident big game lWhom he asp ects to be a non-resiTihe figures in regard to the Il just stepping off of the train, but on long, which he had killed on
the
lioenses were taken out, producing a dent hunter, upon such person’s as euses issued in 1911, 1912 and 1913 hearing McMullen tell Bell he want bank of Peace River, two miles from
surance that lie is a resident of tli,e in the interview with Gljgirman Aus ed him to get those two fellows, he town.
revenue of $29,251.36.
The next day, a member of
In 1912, the last year of the $15 state, the warden lias to take his tin of the Fish and Game Commis took to his legs and ran like a deer the town council was/ crossing the
fee, 1977 big game licenses
were word for it, and by such means many sion which have been published in in the direction of J. Z. Everett’s same bridge when he espied an al
taken out, giving a revenue of $28.- men wJlom tl,e wardens are satisfied several o f the papers in the state house, McMullen close behind him.
ligator about the size of the one the
jgo go
were non-residents have gotten by were wrong.
The above are the
In the meantime Bell was after marshal had killed.
Springing from
In 1913, the first year of the $251without a license.
On the other correct figures.
the other one, but he had had quite his car the man shot and killed the
fee, 1345 big game licenses
were |'ra<ntl,
every one who hunted resiDelighted with his suc
a chance to gain on him so Bell alligator.
taken out, giving a revenue of $32,-1^en't or uon-resident was obliged to
confined his attention to the same cess he waded into the river to
54q go
Ibe licensed, wardens would not have
At that mo
cue McMullen was coraliing and head drag his prize ashore.
“ So, notwithstanding the fact that a'ny difficulty in identifying
earn
ed him off near Everett’s.
He re ment a large alligator appeared upon
the fee had been increased,
the j hunter whom he might find in the
turned with him and a® George Bean the scene, seemingly bent on re
was just coming out o f bis house venge, but a few well aimed shots
revenue was over $4000 more than woods.
»
Bell gave him the pleasure of es and the second alligator was dead.
the previous year.
And, while the j “A resident's license law is now
town,
corting this follow to the lock-up, When the man drove into
state is not losing—as many thank - upon the statute books 5f 40 of the
while 'he hailed Steve Twombly, who that afternoon he and his tnojhies
through the advance in the fee,“-the ’ 48 states,
and of eight < anadian
had a team to take ham do win the were tihe center of attraction. The
fact also remains
that only about [provinces.
line after the second fellow, whom smaller alligator measured five and
two-thirds as many non-residents were “ Aside from
the great help it
they saw making for the Intervale be a half feet, while the larger one
licensed in 1913 as in the preceding; would be in enforcing the non-resilow Joel Wilbur’s residence.
He measured eleven feet and ten in
year of 1912.
dent hunter's license law, a
small
kept out of sight of No. 2 until be ches and weighed two hundred and
“ One idea of advancing the fee license would, in th.e opinion of the
At fire ht Bound Mountain Lake Las got pretty near him and between him sixty two pounds.
was that it Would lessen the num- commissioners, in a very few years,
week totally destroyed two camp® and tho river which was npt more
Mattie Beeson
ber of deer killed,
and in. that wayafford, together with other sources of
and. burned one beyond
repairing than a rod or two away, when he
help conserve our
deer supply. Andincome, sufficient
funds to cover
There was some insurance.
The jumped out and after him. The fel
this fact seems to be borne out by a the entire expense of the departcamps cost about $400 each.
They low made for the river and
Bell
summary of tile amount of big game ment.
will not be rebuilt before spring.
after him with the water nearly up
shipped from the
various
railroad “ While it is true
that a fewer
Dion O. Blackwell is the proprietor to the waist.
He continued the
of these camps, and it is well known chase until about djown to
Fred
as a popular place for sportsmen.
W ell’s the fellow begging for him
It i.s not known* for a fact how tihe to let him, go, although there was not
GRANT’S CAMPS.
KENNEBAGO, MAINE
fire
caught, but one of the camps very much danger of his being
There is good hunting at Sher
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Mainewas
occupied
by guests and an open caught a® Bell was about
Grant’ s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
Ivan Hunt took hi®
winded man this fall1.
fire burning and it is supposed a from his chase after him and knew shotgun and started out to find
shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations.
spark started the fire, but as it he cjould not do much scrapping even •some partridges in one of
ED GRANT & SON CO.
the
happened at the dinner hour it wgs if he could hold out to catch him; neighbors’ field®, the other day. As
not discovered in time to save much. but lie finally lost sight of him in he stepped into the woods he spied
The guests lost their clothes, etc.
the woods and had to give it up.
a deer.
Thinking if lie kept quiet
The two gentlemen wihfO were stop
The fellows had bummed their way he might return borne and get hi®
ping tfliere were Messrs. H. A. Rob uo on the train from Strong and rifle and shoot him, he did and it was
■N inson and Thomas MaugeL of Boston.
later it was learned that they had an hour when Roy Perry cam© into
Bald’ Mountain Cafnps are sitaated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eIt will be hoped by former guests done the same trick all the way from the yard with a small deer on his
ju n tic Lake. Near the best fishing: grounds. First class steam boat connections—A n to
X;
road to cam ps—Telephone conn ections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
of Bound Mountain Camps that they Boston.
The animal was so
They gave their name® as potato wagon.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
will be built up again before another John Hill and John Madis|on. Hill near to where Mr. Perry was digging
season opensis in Farmington jail for 30 days. his potatoes he called to the men
The fellow had just one cent in his and they came and dressed it fbr
pocket.
They asked for Lodging in h ’m and took it home on the load of
Farmington jail the night
before, potatoes.
which was given them.

FIVE YEARS’ CLOSE
TIME ON MOOSE

A LETTER FROM
LAND OF FLOWERS

Game Commissioners Will Also
Recommend $15.00 NonResident License.

Hunting Season Does Not Open'Jn
Florida Until November 16th.

THEY SAY HARRY
IS GOOD SPRINTER

Fellow Gets 30 Days In Jail For
Skipping Fare on Railroad.

FIRE AT ROUND
MOUNTAIN LAKE

Three Camps Destroyed and Will
Not Be Rebuilt Before Spring.

NOT SAFE TO
LEAVE GAME

BALD M OU N TA IN C A M P S b*“ m2 “ ““ ”

| Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address
L. E. BOWLEY,
| Mountain View,
» » • Maine.
RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
AS A

HUNTING

RESORT

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of
access and nearly all the camps are open through the
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and
small game are very abundant.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be fu rn
ished upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips, Maine.

COMES NEAR
GETTING BEAR

EXHIBITION IS
Bruin Is Foxy and Swims the Riv
READY TO SEND
er to Escape Men and Dogs.

ALL AROUND
THE|STATE

He was reading the Maine Gossip
in yesterday’s Journal' and
after
“ Nash of Maine,’” ' Norway’s welltaking in the item about the duck
known taxidermist, ,ha® an exhibi
chasing the steamer Virginia up the
Panama
Glidden Parker came near bring tion ready to send to the
river to Bath, looked up and re
ing down a monster bear last week. Exposition in San Francisco. This marked:
“ If you are trying to boom
display
consists
of
scmel
magnifiJ
In company with Elwin Webber he
Maine in that way, you 'had better
was ihuniting in hfc>. 6 near
Lock cent deer and caribou head®', and dig out that old one about the bears
hart’s camps when a bear hove in some especially fine mounted fis! . being so tame that they came into
sight.
Parker had a 22 rifle and Mr. Nash has placed exhibits at all camp and ate with the guides” and
got one shot at him, which dropped i the great world fairs since the Paris without cracking a smile lie returned
him for the minute, but he was up Exposition and has invariably won to the entertaining and educational
and off again.
Glidden tried to good medals and prizes of all sorts Maine Gossip.—Kennebec Journal.
A visit to bis taxip-elt him with, another siljot, but his for his work.
firearm balked.
The bear was derm rooms is well worth while
The hunting conditions in Piscaitawounded badly for he hied profusely, s-ays- the Norway correspondent cf qui© county have been ideal since
the Lewiston Journal.
Animals cf the arrival' cf the snow
as they found by tracking him.
Tuesday
The next, day Glidden took Pete ail sorts from Maine woods and from morning cf last week.
The result
all over the country are on display. has been a great influx of hunters
One piece lately done by Mr. Nash to the woods.
Several local parties
is a huge bear mounted, standing on ! went to the woods Wednesday, inr
iiis hind legs and in its outstretched |eluding Elmer R. Blethen, John- A.
arms a ring is placed, making of Wiles, Claries C. Dunham and E. W.
and moths wanted for cottages. Highest, prices paid. Outdoor
the whole a most unique umbrella
summer work. Get com plete book o f instructions an details.
Send 2c stamp. JAM ES HINOLAIR, Entom ologist. Dept.
(Continued on page fo u r).
Los Angeles Cal.
rack.

BUTTERFLIES
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12-16-20 Gauge
Ham m erless
“ Pump”

T he Safest Breech-Loading

Guns

Q uick

Shots f
shotgun is a fine-appearing, beautifully-balanced gun, without
any objectionable humps or bumps; no holes on top for gas to blow out through or water to get in;
can’t freeze up with rain, snow or sleet; its solid steel breech {not a shell of wood) permits a
thoroughly symmetrical gun without sacrificing strength or safety; it is the safest breech-loading
shotgun ever built. Six shots in 12 and 16 gauges; five in 20 gauge.
It is Hammerless with Solid Steel Breech (inside as well as out)—Solid T o p —Side Ejection
—Matted Barrel (which costs $1.00 extra on other guns)—Press Button Cartridge Release—(to
remove loaded cartridges quickly from magazine without working through action) Double Extrac
tors—Take-Down Feature—Trigger and Hammer Safety. Handles rapidly ; guaranteed in shoot
ing ability: price standard Grade “ A ” 12-gauge gun, $ 2 2 .6 0 ; 16- or 20-gauge. $24-00.
Send 3 stamps postage for big catalog describing all
/Z b ,
<F7r’*> srn m c f n "
ZJZarl/ft repeating shotguns (hammer and hammerJJtC Z rltJJ J K A / . t
less), all f f l at t i Mrepeating rifles, etc. Do it now !
W illow Street. New Haven. Conn.
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OPEN SEASON FOR
YORK COUNTY

posted his land and the other want since it seemed probable that the
ed to hunt on it.
The man
who moose species- would become extinct
This also ac
posted has raised two broods
o f within its borders.
pheasants this year and liberated 24. counts for the relatively short open
They are around his premises, and season in wihich it is permissible to
tlie hunters' are after them. It should Mint it, and for the year-round pro
be distinctly understood that the tection of the female o f the species.
The deer hunting season in York
state raised these birds for the pur Under the wise policy of conserva county opened last Monday, and all
pose of shooting and not for decor tion in force at present this- lordly nimrods in that section have bee®
ative purposes, and the
sentiment animal -lias increased in numbers, cleaning up their rifles in anticipa
which protects them, although easily while providing a vast amount of tion of th® annual event. If preced
understood, is contrary to the intent sport for; a coin siderable corps of ents are safe to judge by, there wilfl
huntsmen yearly.
It is estimated be many deer brought into Sprimgvale
of the commission.
The sportsmen are as a general by different anti on ties that roam or Sanford Monday.
thing opposed to the new law which ing the woods of Maine there must
Deer have been reported plenty in
has made the hunting season three be clos- • to 100,000 deer and that tlie towns north or south of SprLngvale
days earlier then formerly, that it annual kill i® not far from 100,000. during tilie summer and fall months,
might begin on. Columbus Day. The Small bonder that the sportsmen are and several have been seem in the
result was an awful fusillade.
Men now flfocking to the great
north woods at South Sanford and hJen-ueand hoys went into tlie hills
and woods.—Ex.
hu/nk.
fields on the holiday, and people who
live out of tlie noise of the village
MOOSE B O A R D IN G IN
M A D IS O N
report that the result in sounds wihic
came to them was like the Fourth, of
July, it li.as been estimated that at
It is Understood th a t Fish and Game
least 50,000 hunters were
abroad
D epartm ent W ish to P rotect
in the state in that day. This is
A n im a l.
50 full regiments of untrained men
and unrestrained boys.
The ques
Somerset County’s tame moose lia®
tion which the sportsmen want to
been attracting consderable attention
know is, how can game and property
of late, frequent references -having
of
be preserved with this
army Let
been ma-de regarding his deportment
loose? The forest fires started prob
and appearance.
The following ac
ably did as much damage as the li
count of his recent whereabouts
Trout Brook Camps,
censes amounted to, although
Lee
cclm-es from the Patterson bridge cor
fortunately escaped with hut a small
Mack amp, Me., Oct. 30, 1914.
respondent in Madison:
loss.
The fires on Bea/rtown. and in To the E d ito r of M aine Woods.
Saturday afternoon a bull moose
Sandisfield and Sheffield surely did*
made a doer yard calf! at Ben Ber
I
cannot
see
as
the
game
laws
as
more damage in southern Berkshire
ry’s.
Evidently Mr. Moose liked the
than tlie license money Of tlie same they are at present are of much
situation as he lias since been hoard
use.
Or
as
it
it
of
much
use
to
territory amounted to. The returns
ing there.
This nuoe-se has- been
cadi for remedies'.
The old hunters advertise for non-resident hunters,
seen in Solon and parts of Embden
as
there
are
but
a
very
few
who
will
say repress the hoys, and tlie boys
Some two hund
ask for the same privileges that the come to this state and pay $25.00 and is very tame.
red
and
fifty
persons
called at Mr.
license
fee.
old hunter had when be was a boy.
Before the license fee went up to Berry’s Sunday to see the animaif.
A lot of people call for a closed
Many pictures have been tak
season on everything for five years, $25.00 I had 30 to 35 hunters every
Tihi.'e fall I got one.
en of him and it is thought by some
without thinking that this means a fall.
Another bad move in the sporting to be the same moose which Mr.
greater amount o.f game and a great
found
er slaughter and its accompanying business was made when the rivers Rollins of Pleasant Ridge
troubles.
It is the policy of tlie and streams were closed to fishing nearly dead in the woods some six
This was or seven year® ago this winter. He
state to raise game to he shot, and tlie 15th, of September.
the
means
of
cutting
out
a goo-u has no horns and s,liows no signs of
there are a great many of the socalled evils of the open season which many canoeing parties and prevent being ugly.
are petty annoyances brought about ing a big fall business for the
It is understood that the Fish and
by failing to realize that the game camp owners.
Game department of Maine,
ha®
I den’-t see much use in advertis-1 sent out wardens to protect the
was raised to shoot; by fear of guns
and boys; by foolish selfishness and tag and putting in money for no re an i mail from being shot at tlie re
poor sportsmanship.
There are no turns, and if the game latws are not quest of one of the farmers who
fata] shootings or accidents in all cllianged this winter I will give up resides in the vicinity near where
this campaign thus far for the timid trying tio do any business in the the moose ha® been roaming.—'Inde
to point to, so that this big argument sporting Line, and I think there wQl pendent Reporter.
which always fellows a deer season, be many cejmp owners who will do
lias not been brought up yet, and the same.
Very truly yours,
will not come to the surface until
R. R. Walker.
after the open deer season
next

the latter in particular halving been
very scarce, while it was feared that
the
Policy of Commission Not Understood some disease was taking off
former, or that the foxes were get
— The K ic k l and the Poach
ting so numerous that they were ex
ers— Boys and Dogs— Post^
terminating the partridge.
ed Land and Forest
There has been considerable com
Fires.
plaint from the farmers that dogs
were particularly objectionable. Farm
Lee, Saturday, October 24.
The hunting season is on and inary ers have posted their lands and hunt
incidents which are pleasing to the ers have passed along the highway
hunters and sportsmen have hap and sent the dog into the property.
pened.
Early in the week the pas Thus birds were scared up and shot
sengers on , a north-bouwl trolley saw as they crossed the road or rain
a hunter just entering* t he woods near the fence, and the dogs brought
For this reason sev
near Willow creek, going in a north in the birds
west direction, while just over the eral property owners have had the
fence at right
angles with has words “hunting dogs’’ included in
posted.
course, not 100 feet from him, was a the signs which they have
big cock pheasant.
The car was In one case a farmer warned a
The man
moving slowly, and
passengers hunter to call in his dog.
pounded the windows and tried to tell with the gun was rattier :impudent,
the hunter what he was missing, but and assured the farmer that the dog
The landowner
he swung gallantly over the fence an was doing no harm.
disappeared in the woods. Two Lee went to the house and got his gun
There was no
men were driving along the road to and shot the dog.
South Lee and about 300 feet ahead question of law between them, but
of them were two hunters gpin.g south. the hunter was badly broken up and
A farmer on
The land was posted on both sides cried over the affair.
of the road.
As they
marched East street counted 30 hunters on
They were
down the road a fine cock pheasant his place in one day.
came from the bushes and walked so thick, carried their arms so care
every tiling in
across the road just hack of them. lessly and fired at
The men. in the wagon were friend sight, including ail smai birds, that
I have given
ly to the pheasants, and did not call he posted his land.
the hunters a w^ek to kill every
out to the hunters.
Two men hunted all one day on till thing on the place, he said, “ now
Kemjble-street road, expecting tfyat I am going to post my land, as my
pheasants would cross the road from neightbrs have done and try to save
one posted parcel of land to another, tlie children, hens and the dog.”
as they are in the habit of doing.
The feeling is gradually growing
They saw more than 50 in the lots that there should he a change in the
just out of range.
The next day law regarding the age of the hunt
one of the party walked over the j er.
Any boy of 14, with, his par
road, and on the west side of High-j ents’ consent, may he granted a li
dawn sat down on a stone, and in a cense.
If any hoys under that are
few minutes a couple of pheasants using guns in the fields, and it is
month.
walked out of the bushes almost near asserted that there are, it is up to
The whole subject sealms to sum u
enough for him to hit them with his the game warden to apprehend them.
H U N T IN G A C C ID E N T
in this way;
T co many
people
cane.
Hunters report that partridge A serious difficulty has arisen be
who are
neither hunters
nor
and woodcock are much more plenti tween two farmers who have been
land owners are expressing opinions
ful this year than for some seasons, j neighbors and friends because
one
By
of sentiment without being well post Fred Shea Loses Eye, Struck
ed.
Too many farmers are posting
Bird Shot.
their land without realizing the pol
icy o.f the fish and game commis
sion, and tco many men lug a gun
An unfortunate -liuntjng accident
who are careless regarding the rights occurred in
Ellsworth
Wednes
of others.—Springfield Republican.
day of last week, by which
Fred
Shea, •one of Ellsworth’s
popular
young men, lost his rig-lit eye, being
BIG G A M E SEASON
struck by bird shot
fired by bis
brother Charles.
It was one of
The rush to the Maine woods is those accidents to which any hunter
just about beginning. Cold weather Is liable, and for which blame can
must soon come and wiiitlhi it
the be attached to no one.

THE

H U N T IN G

SEASO N A T

LEE

GAME LAWS MUST
BE CHANGED

Some Camp Owners May Be Ob
liged to Go Out Business.

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor
mation about Camps, Hotels
and

recreation

Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.
i

•

Write to-day

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

-

Maine

flrsrtj I'ght snows in the Maine for
ests.
And the first snows mean
the really first good shooting. Deer,
mocse and bear have increased wond
erfully since the last hunting sea
son.
All through the aunnmer how
past reports have come frettn the
campers that ail kinds cf wild game
creatures have been abundant and
unusually tame.
Parties bent upon
the peaceful but not uneventful quest
fo- trout or Landlocked salmon have
come upon lordly specimens of
(moose.
In, a few instances it was
possible to secure snapshots of the
great creature®.
A Boston clie-gyma:n paddiled within a feyw yards of
four moose standing in the water.
Two women on a trip up 'Moose Rive
I had no difficulty in
snapping a
large black bear.
At some of the
camps deer have been almost daily
Visiiitprts.
The sight of a herd of
them coming down to a river to
drink, or a fine buck or a hull
moose swimming some pond or
stream, has been comlmon. Partrid
ges and water fowl have been seen
in sufficient numbers to justify the
belief that Northern Maine is a. par
adise this fall for the small ga e
hunter.
Maine is hey end question the best
stocked and the mpst accessible
hunting ground in- this section, of
the country, tlie eastern section we
mean.
The watchfulness of
the
'State authorities over the wi'Od life
that formls such an important as-set
of the common wealth is perfectly
comprehensible when- it is consid
ered that lit is but a few
years

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES
Ed Grant. Beaver P ond Camps
New reading matter, interest irg.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the repuiar demard w u
■o great, for a second edition that we published
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
argil (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W . BRACKETT CO ,
Phillips, Me.

MAPS OF MAINE

The young men were hunting near
the poor farm.
Each -had a dog,
RESORTS AND ROADS
and they were some fifty or sixty
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
yards apart screened from each other
for maps of the fishing regions of the
by the young growth of birches. A® state, etc. We can furnish the followa matter o f fact, Charles supposed log maps:
$ .50
liis brother had started for home j Franklin County
Somerset County
.50
and was some distance away.
Oxford County
.50
Charles flushed a woodcock, which I Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
flew toward Fred.
Gl arlts says the Washington County
bird was some fifteen or twenty feet Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
in the air w/lien he fired, and this Geological map of Maine
is borne cut by Fired, who says he R. R. map of Maine
Androscoggin County
oculd see tlie bird coming toward Cumberland County
Man above tthe trees.
This being Hancock County
tlie case, the only explanation of Kennebec County
how the shot reached Fred is that Knox County
Lincoln and Ragadahoc Counties
a part of the charge was deflected b y 1Penobscot County
the trees.
Waldo County
Twelve -shot struck Fred about the
forehead and eyes, one pellet de
stroying the right eye, while two
just escaped the left eye. The fact
that none of tlie shot struck hi® cap
or clothing hears out the theory that
it was part of a deflected
charge
that struck him, for if the change
had been aimed directly at him, the
shot would have been Scattered over
a wide area.

York County
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J. W BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips

-

M aine.

TAXIDERMISTS
« . W. PICK El,,
TAXIDERMIST

Fred hurried to his home,
while
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing TackJe,
Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
Charles went to the poor farm and Indian
RANGELEY.
.
.
M AIN*
telephoned for a physician.
The
wounded boy was taken the same
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
afternoon to the hospital at Bangor,
They are made for
where the right eye was removed.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
He returned home Saturday, and is
Known the world over for excel
now about again.
With characteris
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
tic good spirits, lie counts li/'imself
M. L. 6 ETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth,
.
.
.
Maine
fortunate to have one good eye left.
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PROTECTION
FOR THE GAME

Ask Any Sickle Smoker Wh
he sticks to Sickle plug and slices o ff each pipeful as he
needs it, w hen he could get tobacco already cut up, in
packages. H e ’ll tell you, “ because the Sickle w ay is the
only w a y to get fresh tobacco, that smokes cool and
sweet, and doesn’t bite the tongue.” H e knows.

Farmer, Sportsman, Ounmaker, Na
ture Lover, Everyone, Should
Take a Stand for Fair Play.

State Fish and Game Commission
er George H. Graliajm calls attention
to the address delivered by Senator
George P. McLean of
Connecticut
Tobacco that is cut up at the factory gets dried up
before the meeting of the national
on its w a y to you. R esult— it bum s fast and hot, and
association of game
commissioners
“ bites.” W h e n you cut your ow n tobacco off the Sickle
at Washington, D. C., on October 2.
As is knf wn, Mr. Graham was chos
plug, you are w ell repaid for a minute’s work by fresh
en president of this national assoc
tobacco— because all the flavor and moisture are pressed
iation at the meeting in. question,
into the plug and held in by the natural leaf wrapper.
and is in a position to know wheth
er or not the sentiments of Senator
G et a plug o f Sickle at your dealer’s today. Notice
McLean are to be approved.
He
how m uch m ore tobacco you get, w hen you don’t have
considers the address an excellent
to pay for a package.
one.
It is in part as follows: —
It is a great pleasure for * me fb
come here, but I congratulate you
cn the fact that my time is so short
that it will be impossible for me to
bore you for more than two or three
minutes.
We have njbw pen(fing in
the Senate a very important bill, and
if the sergeant-at-arms appears at
the door you will know that my de
parture is for the purpose of \|'ting
on that bill, and not because I have
committed any serious offense. More
over, I have very little to say about
the migraitfory bird law.
I have
made a good many Memorial-day ad
dresses in my life, and I have al
W IN S W O M A N ’S G O LF T IT L E
sea says the New York Evening Post. ways been careful to give the credit
But a Dutch naturalist refused to where it beLongs, to the private sol
credit this explanation. He believ dier wl'|) does the fighting and suf
By defeating Miss Elaine V. Rosen ed that the birds remained within fers the deprivation, and gets very
thal of the Ravisloe Country club of *' e glairing 11°' t because they could little of the glory; and I want to
Chicago, 1 up in the final round in not sfoe beyond it; in the morning, say to you gentlemen that had it
the Woman’s National' golf cham if they could keep themselves on the not been for the assistance which I
continue received f?(pm the game and fish
pionship tournament at thie Nassau ing so long, they could
Exjperiment seem ing commissioners in the several, states
Country cliub, Mrs. H. A. Jackson for their journey.
(we
the second time won the title.
As to confirm has theory, the British, of the Union I am afraid that
Miss Kate Hanley she won the title royal society for the protection of might have been very much longer in
It
at Chevy Chase in 1908. Mrs-. Jack- birds tested it on a larger scaLe by securing successful legislation.
son. who hails from Massachusetts, having resting places, for birds at was due to your loyal and efficient
has been in the semi-finals on three tached to certain lighthouses.
The support, together with that of the
other occasions.
The first time was result has been most gratifying. The ornithological societies and. the as
a* Wheaton in 1903 when she was put birds no longer die in
thousands, sistance which we had from the
and
out by Mis® J. A. Carpenter.
The but settle for rest upon the perches, ornithologists in the country,
following year a> Marion, Mrs. Jack- and at sunrise resume th e r flight. especially our goed Dr. Palmer here,
son lost to Miss Georgianra N. Bis Thiis solution of the problem is of that we were enabled at last to sepublic sentiment sufficiently
hop, the Ultimate winner, and again economic as well as of humanitarian |cure
i strong to bring enough pressure t|o
at BaltusTol in 1911.
interest, for many of the birds are
Ibear upon Congress to secure favorinsectivorous.
The plan should he
|able action upon that law.
extended without delay to all light
You know the situation as it is at
B IR D S A N D L IG H T H O U S E S
houses standing In the way of the
present in regard to the enforcement
streams of migration.
of the law, probably better than I
do.
I regret ito say that in one state
Cruelty to animals is not
always
an adverse decision has been reach
caused by indifference to their suf
ferings.
A Case in point is,
the A T W E N T Y -F O U R FO O T A L L IG A  ed. but that lias been offset by a
favorable decision in another state,
slaughter of (migratory birds around
TOR.
and I am very glad to say that the
lighthouses, which was long believed
law lias the full sympathy of the de
to result from the birds being dazpartment o,f justice and the depart
xled by tine great light and
conseHe Devoured T h irty People Before ment of agriculture, and that every
eequently flying round and
round i
thing will be done to enforce it, not
till they dashed themselves against
Being Captured.
withstanding the fact that we didn’t
the glass or fell exhausted into the
have had.
But I want to say to
you that should the supreme court
With other white
companions, get the appropriation that we should
write® Paul Drevy in thie October fall sp far from grace and justice as
Wide World Magazine, I
have to declare the lay unconstitutional, I
plunged into the waters of the still think that we shall be able
TIME TABLE
Tuyra, a fairly ifarge river while'll very soon to secure the ratification c£
In Effect, September 27th, 1914.
flows into the Gulf of Panama after the treaty with Great Britain.
and
having traversed immense stretches then Congress will undoubtedly have
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
of impenetrable forests.
Regularly a r ight to enforce the regulations of
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at
6.15 P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas a score or so of aJligaitors assisted that treaty, but I am very hopeful
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A. M.
at a distance of of the caise in court.
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 at our gambols,
P.M .
thirty or forty yards,, and we came
Many good lawyers believe the act
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves
to look upon them as quite harm is constitutional.
Bait if we fail in
at 11.00 A. M.
S T R O N G PASSENGER
TRAIN S leave for less'.
the law and fail in the treaty, I
Farmington, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M. For
After an absence of two years I want to say to you that I believe a
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
itttngeley at 5.47 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 6.50 P. returned, and in
two neighboring constitutional amendment is bound
giving
ter to come, and that speedily,
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at villages found the inhabitants
Congress full flower to act.
I am
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 rified.
No
one
dared
to
go
near
the
P. M.
encouraged in that belief by the con
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 river at nightfall!; no one ventured,
of the
A. M. and from Kinqfiekl at 8 25 A M., and from even in broad daylight, to cross the stantly increasing interest
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
best
people,
and
it
does
me
a great
stream in the narrow canoes which
1.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for are used by the natives to
carry eat of good to hear the gentleman,
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For
bananas and vegetables from their who just finished, coming as he does
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
from the state of Louisiana.
He is
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at plantations.
12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
put up right, to mean the useful
12.20 P. M.
The cause of this terror, I discov birds.
I hare no concern that we
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30
de are in any danger o f retrogression in
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from ered, was an alligator that had
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R ingeley 8.15 P. M.
voured thirty persons in less than this matter.
It is especially
itmiRANGELEY PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for two hionths, surprising some on
tire pertant to the South.
I have not
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P. river-banks,
and literally snapping time to go into details in discuss
out of their caniieS'. Thirty ing the wisdfam of protecting
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 others
the
A. M. and leaves at 10.55 A. M.
peoiple—and the two villages' togeth useful bird®.
I have delivered sev
SALEM PASSENGER TRAIN leaves at 1.00
er only numbered two hundred and eral times rather long addresses up
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
h on that >_ P'^ect, but I want to insist
RINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for fifty soul's.
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm
that it is especial y important tfo
After
a
series
of
fruitless
at
ington at 12.40 P. M.
the the southern states, and I am glad
MIXED TRAINS leave for Farmington at 6.45 tempts, we ended in capturing
A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
brute with a, baited hook-‘-a n enor to see that representatives *of the
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
mous affair, to which we fastened southern stales are realizing the ex
Farmington at 10.50 A, M. and arrives at 7. 28 P.
The creature was close act situation with r <ard to this im
M. Arrives from King field at 10.00 A. M. and half a pig!
leaves for Kingfield at 7.35 P. M.
cn twenty-four feet long.
He was portant matter.
SUNDAY T R A IN S Leave Rangeley at 10.50
I wish that I could stay and listen
A M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong, 12.47 P. M.. so old that seaweed and mosses were
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning growing between his scales, and he to your views with regard to the ef
leave Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong, 2.22 P.
M. Phillips, 2.45 P M,. arriving at Rangeley at presented the appearance o f a tree- fect fof the modern game protective
4.25 P. M.
trunk that had been a Jong time legislation in the several
states.
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
submerged. He was, we estimated, Personally I have had some exper
Phillips, Maine.
more than a hundred years old.
ience, and, as I say, I have been in
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SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILR1AD

S lic e It a s
you use
it

terested for years in the subject,
and I am wondering how
effective
these modern laws are in the several,
states, the shortening of the sea
son, the bag limit, the
nonexport
law and the nonsale law, and I am
wondering whether in, your judge
ment the trend must dot be
toward
more and more restrictive legislat
ion.
I know in my section of the
country with the constantly increas
ing ease with which the hunter gets
t|o the cover, with the constant im
provement iin thie method® of decoy
ing and destroying the game,
that
the game.-witlli all our modern legis
lation, is constantly decreasing.
I know that the game commissioner
is always tempted to take an optim
istic view and report an annual in
crease of birds if possible.
That is
natural, but it is my observation that
considering all our effort to pro
tect not only our migratory but cur
non-migratory birds, they are
decreais.'ng, and, I am afraid, very rap
idly.
When you realize that in a
little state like mine we issue 25,000 licenses or more a year, and we
have perhaps a thousand
square
miles of indifferent cover, and we
shorten the season as we have to
six weeks, it concentrates the attack
upon the game every year; and with
the motorcycles and automobiles and
the fear on the part of the gunner
that he isn’t going to get his share,
we have an assault upon the birds
in columns o f hunters, almost, espec
ially in the covers where anyth,ing
is supposed to he; and if we cut
that season to a month or even two
weeks, you can realize what a thou
sand gunners would do.
Ten guns to the square mile work
ing a week or two weeks means ex
termination.
Now it is very difp:
cult to conceive of any other way
than the shortening of the season
and the limit of the bag, but you
and I know' that as long as human
nature remain® as it is we cannot
expect that the bag limit is going
to be strictly observed.
That 1
is gfoing to be contravened and
transgressed pretty much, all
the
time, and so the local nonsale law’
is transgressed, and we are left to
the shortening of the season a® the
pnly way, and I am afraid that even
this will be ineffective.
I have
shot a great many birds in my life
and as Secretary of State Bryan said
to me when I was discussing
the
treaty with him: “ Yes. my sympa-thy is ent'rely with you, but
we
don’t want the game birds all tfo die
natural deaths; we want to eat one
once in a while.’’
And I agreed to
that, and I don’t want to come to
conditions in this country such as
they have in Europe.
I know’ what it is to enjoy the
pleasure of shooting.
I was brought
up with a gun in my hand, and I
still like to go hunting, but within
the last few’ years, whether it is
due too age or not, I do know’ that a
change has crime over nae, and I pre
fer to see the living binds in
the
fwoods tfo killing them if I can’t do
both.
And I want to impress upon
you commissioners just one
more
thought.
This subject involves, as
you know’ when you come to enforce
your laws, four or five different in
terests, the sportsman, the gunmaker,
the dog fancier, and the
sporting
goods man. and you will find them
all in the legislation halls when you
come to secure legislation for the
protection of game, and if you don’t
find them, there they will be there,
and the less you see of them
the
more effective they will be upon
legislation, and the cne thing f
you to h|Ope and try to do is to
inspire these men with, the fact fcV>
their interests are precisely those of
the farmer.
I think the farmer is very fast
coming to a realization of the im
portance of protecting the birds. I
think you are w’ inmimg a® far as they
are concerned; but it is of just a®
much consequence to the gun maker,
the dbg fancier and tine
sporting
go ods sal ©simian th at the birds should
be protected as< it is to the farmer,
because if something isn’t done it
won’t be a great many years beffore
there will be no market for the gun
dog, hunting jacket or cartridge, be
cause there will be no use for
them.
And there is still one other subject
that if I had time I W’ouild like to
say and hear you gentlemen discuss^
and that is the comparative value of
cur local non-migratory game birds
t(o the importations that we are con
stantly trying to acclimatize.
It is
a subject to which I have had -seme
little experience, and I wish that
if there is anything published of the
discussions at this meeting, and I
sincerely hiope that what I have

B
to say will be elitminated, but if ylou
gentlemen from your practical exper
ience here do swap view® as to the
comparative value of your experience
with these impprted birds, I should
be very glad to have a copy of it,
Mr. President, because while I know
the pheaisant and the Hungarian par
tridge and those birds may in espec
ially favorable locations have
d(one
very well, it is my belief that the
native bird if lie had had the same
protection and the same chance that
tine imported birds have had would
in the end be much more satisfac
tory.
I have far exceeded my three min
utes and I must return to the Senate.
I want to say to you that it is a
great pleasure for me to meet you
and to look into the faces of thie
men that did so much, you and your
associates and predecessors, who did
so much to create the public senti
ment that came from all over the
Union and which finally
impressed
Congress with the wisdom of taking
the step that was taken.
If any of
ypu ever come to the Nutmeg state
if you will let me know I shall be
delighted to shew you the old farm
where I was born and bnought up.
I aim still a farmer, and I would
rather hear a partridge drum, or a
quail whistle, or a woodcock quawk,
or a wood duck squeal than tp hear
Sousa’s band.
And if you will come
to the old farm. I will show you a
fine lot of quail that I raised this
year, tamer than any chickens yjou
have, and I will show you a brood
of ruffed grouse that will fly to me
and light on my shoulder, and eat
anything I have to give them. They
are happy and unafraid and
the
finest of birds for New England. I
(Want you to take courage from the
work already done in this important
matter, and by nto means look for
anything but ultimate victory when
you have such men as Dr. Palmer
and his chief, and the people of the
country back of ylou. don’t be afraid
to talk, and talk bravely, and insist
upon the enforcement of the federal
law, because in the long run that is
the law which will be the most use
ful in this country, and
gradually
the states will see the wisdom k
conforming their legislation to the
federal legislation.
P R O S E C U T IO N S

REPORTED

Alton S. Burgess of West Peru was
arrested last week, by John L. How
ard, game warden,
charged with
trapping muskrats.
Warden. Howard
found thirty four skins in Burgess’
possesion.
He was arraigned be
fore James B. Stevenson, trial jus
tice, found guilty and sentenced to
pay a fine and costs amounting to
$16.00.
'Chief Warden E. W. Ward of
Miillinocket reported the payment of
a fine of $25 by Frank Roisinall: for
hunting without a license.
Deputy Warden George Dyer of
Franklin reported the payment of
$25 by Eugene Jackson of ROisindale,
Md., for hunting without a license.
Chief Game Warden Benjamin A.
Parker of York county and h.’s corps
of deputies have been, very vigilant
this season in looking after the
violators cf the game laws and have
up to this date 12 prosecutions to
their credit.
York county ought to
be a place to be avoided by wow!'d-<be
transgressors'.
The latest cases to
be reported are as follows/:
Emest Hoyt of Kiittery, for hunting
deer in* close season.
Case heard
by Trial Justice E. P. Spinney at
North Berwick.
Fined $40. Paid.
Clarence H. A m es.of Ktttery, for
•hunting deer in efese season. Case
heard by Trial Justice E. P. Spinney
at North Berwick.
Fired $40. Paid.
Virgil E. Lynch of Kiittery,
for
hunting deer in close season. Case
before Trial Justice E. P. Spinney
at North Berwick.
Fined $40. Paid.
The State commissioners of inland
fisheries and game have received the
report of the following prosecutions
for violations of the Maine game
laws:
Percy Matheson was prosecuted be
fore Trial Justic John V. Tucker in
the Sanford municipal court
on
Oct. 19 for killing one partridge in
closed season and was sentenced to
pay a fine of $11 and costs of $8.
Ernest O. Day was also prosecuted
before the trial justice of thie San
ford municipal court on Oct. 19 for
illegal hunting on, Sunday and sen
tenced to pay a fine of $10 and costs
o f as
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MAINE WOODS ALL AROUND THE STATE.

killing a pig for pork. Of course
when hnmanflity reaches a state of
spiritual perfection, it is quite pos
ISSUED WEEKLY
sible that the sight of harmless and
(Continued from page one).
beautiful wild creatures running around alive will give graieter pleas
Phillips, Maine
Its Treatment Is a Matter
ure than their dead bodies. Some
Judkins who will camp with Ralph. people feel that way now.—Ex.
Worthy of the Most Careful
L. B. BRACKETT,
I. Jamies at the Buttermilk ponds.
Consideration.
Business Manager
A. N. Merrill, Jamies Cairness and
Mr. Caswell of Lewiston made head
quarters at Granny Cross in the Se~
OUTING EDITION
PARTS MUST BE PROTECTED
pages .............................................. $ 1.00 per year bee region.
M. B. Schofield joined
LOCAL EDITION
William S. Jack and Caleb Weston at
12 and 16 p a g e s .......... ...................... $l.K per year Buttermilk pond and remained
in
Coat of “ F la t” Is the Best Thing T h a t
Canadian.*.Mexican, Cuban and Panama subneciption 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription camp during the week.
Can Be Applied, and Makes a Good

J. W. Brackett Co.

COL. B00THBY
RECEIVES PAPER

f cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
•909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
the A ct o f March 3.1879.

A sad shooting accident happened
in Washburn recently when Thomas,
the 15-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
N. C. Churchill was mistaken for a
fox.
John Smith, a near neighbor,
has been losing some ducks lately
and he was out hunting that morn
ing and seeing what he supposed was
a fox digging in the ground he fired
a shot which went through- the wrist
of the right hand and the fleshy part
of the left arm.
The boy was at
once rushed to the hospital and it
is thought the injured members cam
be saved.
•

Newsy Japanese Sheet Published In
English Sent to Maine Man

Groundwork fo r the Spring’s
Coating of Fresh
Paint.

“ TOM WAS RIGHT
AS USUAL”

THE JUDGE WILL
GO HUNTING

Mount Your Own Heads
DEER HEADS & NECK FORMS
Old Skulls of any animal fitted
up with waxed moulh and tongue
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue

PAP IER M A C H E SPEC
IALTIES CO..Reading, Mich.

FOXES WANTED
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times of year. Write or
wire what you have to olfer, stating lowest
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover, Maine
Tel. 64.15

ADDS TO RESILIENCY

What Is the best treatment for a
car in the winter time Is a subject that
has been treated by the best automo L A T E S T ID E A IN C O N S T R U C T IO N
bile experts and yet it has never been
OF A U T O M O B IL E W H E E L S .
fully covered in all its various
branches. In tlfe cities many of the
cars are not laid up even during the
coldest weather; at least they are kept Curved Spring Spokes, W ith O ther Im
provements, Claimed to*Be of
in running condition so they may be
Distinct Advantage.
used when fairly moderate tempera
ture makes its appearance.
One of the latest of resilient auto
One of the great troubles that falls
to a car is paint cracking and peeling, mobile wheels has curved spring
due to the sudden changes of tempera spokes with fellies made in sections
ture occasioned by keeping the ma and arranged to move in and out ra
chine in a warm garage and taking it dially to adjust the tire to irregulari
out into extremely cold weather, or ties in the road, and it is claimed that
vice versa. The result, is there is a by using a solid tire with this wheel
rapid and extensive expansion of the the same effect is produced as with a
metal parts forming the major portion pneumatic tire on a rigid wheel. Two
of the body and a consequent stretch spring spokes are provided for each,
ing of the paint, laid on in many coats, section of the felly and each spok&
which in time will naturally crack or
peel. Then the metal begins to rust,
which finds its way into the pores, and
nothing short of sand blasting will pre
pare the metal for a good paint job,
for the rust cannot be removed by
sandpapering.
It is a pretty sure thing that a good
car will be treated to new finish in the
spring, and so the owner, knowing he
is to pay a stiff price for this work,
permits the paint to drop off, thus ex
posing the metal parts, only to become |
eaten with rust. All motorists have
seen chassis and racing cars of a dull
lead color, a ground coat used to pro- j
tect the parts only, for it is not infre- j
quent that a car is finished this way |Automobile W heel W ith Spring Spokes
and Sectional Fellies T h a t Move In
only because of the differences in de
sire on the part of purchasers, who j and Out to Adjust the T ire to Irreg
ularities In the Road.
prefer to have their own painting done
at home.
has roughly the form of an “ S.” The
This gray coat is of what is known special feature about this wheel is
as a “ flat,” having no oil and using no the arrangement by which the sec
varnish for final finishing.
It is i tions of the felly are prevented from
opaque, Covers well, and is easily ap moving laterally while free to move
plied by almost anybody who can j toward or away -from the hub. The
swing a brush. With the car thor-1ends of the sections are provided with
oughly cleaned of all grit and grease j metal brackets. One bracket has a
and a coat of this flat gray applied, tenon which fits into a slot in the
the car is thoroughly protected from bracket of the adjacent section. The
the weather—at least temporarily— slot is just the width of the tenon
and it will prove a good ground work laterally, but is elongated sufficiently
for the painter when the machine is to permit the amount of play required
to be refinished in the spring. It will for obtaining a resilient effect. Adja
at least keep the weather off the metal cent sections are held together by a
parts, It looks well, it will not scratch nut placed on the threaded end of the
and its chief claim is that every once tenon.—Popular Mechanics.
in a while the owner or chauffeur may
apply a coat and have a new looking OBJECT LESSON AS WARNING
car at any time.
Cars which have been treated in Combination T h a t Should Impress
this manner have been known to look
Even the Most Thoughtless of
well and to hold the color for an en
Automobile Drivers.
tire year. As a matter of fact, an
The hand in the accompanying Illus
old car looks as well treated in this
gray as it does- in a highly finished tration does not point to the wording
varnish, and where defects will show of the sign, as is usually the case, but
up in a varnished body they will be indicates a broken stump of an elec
more or less lost in one in flat gray. tric power pole just below. Some time
It will be argued that the flat color
will rub off, but this is not neces
sarily so, and even If it does it is a
few moments’ work to apply a brush
of paint to cover the spot.
jj^SWW D0UM
A car so finished will dry over
night: it will not show scratches; it
may be renewed frequent’ y at prac
tically no expense; it looks well; and
for a business affair, where style can
cut no figure, it makes for a g»od
and paying job. It is not profitable
from a painter’s standpoint, however,
for a large part of a paint job is the
cleaning preparatory for the first or
ground coat, but the man who wants
a utility job and who has the time to
do the work himself it is an ideal way
to treat a car.

Col. Frederick E. Boothby of Waterville has an interesting copy of
an English newspaper published in
eally.
, - .
Japan and sent to him by his friend,
Maine Woods solicits communications and tisn
Vosihio K-inoshita -of Toltiio, ' traffic
•nd game photographs from its readers.
-manager of the Imperial Government
When! ordering the address o your paper
changed, please! ‘ give the old as well as new
railway® of Japan.
The paper is
ddress.
the Japan. Times, being the issue
of Sunday, Sept. 27, of the present
year.
The issue features the Eur
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1914
opean war and the colored supple
ment is emblazoned with the flags
A. very firm© comiplMnent was hand*
Of late N. F. Judkins has been oi Great Britain and Japan.
ed. to State Librarian H. C. Pxincy by losing hits chickens, in fact,
seven
Naturally enough the war is the
tilie Maine Library Association at its chickens and one hen were counted
chief subject of the news columns
meeting in Portland, widen it was un
the missing. Mr. Judkins had
interviews
anintouisiy vioted “That tike State noticed a large hawk about his prem and feature articles and
professors
Librarian be conunended for the ex ises and set a trap and caught him with Japanese college
and international authorities
give
cellent work whicili he lias done and by the foot.
The bird was a. hand
the interest he has hoWn in the pub some fal'con hawk, marked a great some interesting views o f the Europ
lic libraries of Maine and especial deal like a Barred Plymouth Rock. ean complications as seen from the
One
ly for his work in connection with It measured four feet from point far-off corner of the Orient.
the Maine Library Bulletin, the ef to point amid weighed four pounds-. article expresses some strong views
ficient organ of tire Library Commis The hawk was taken to Nash,, the of a Japanese prio-fessor, who hails
the kaiser as the real source of all
sion, wliicli is published quarterly.
taxidermist, to be mounted.—Norway
the trouble.
Japan’s friendly atti
Advertiser.
tude towards England in the midst
of the strife is indicated by
the
Tike nominations of Hon. Benjamin
So far as The Ellstworth American
F. Cleaves of Biddoford, Hon. Will
numerous1 illustrations coupling pilom
has been able to ascertain, the last
iam B. Skelton o.f Lewiston and Exinent Japanese with eminent Eng
Congressman Samuel W. Giould of bear killed in Ellsworth, previous to lish statesmen, while English views
Skowhegan as members of the pnb- the one -shot on Oct. 17 by Arthur and hopes are given ample promin
Moran was killed in the same vicin
ence on the pages.
ii • utilities commission will be in
ity,
but on the south side of the
line for confirmation qt the next
American progress has evidently
Bueksport road, in the early sixties.
session of the governor and council,
readied this Oriental island empire
B. H. Meader of West Ellsworth,
which will be held Friday mom mg.
for the paper reminds one in many
It the nominations are confirmed says this bear was startled by his ways of the modern daily read in the
the members of the commission will Grandfather Copp, and after being U. S. A.
Especially is
this seen
qualify at once and begin to do chased several days by hunters, ores on the advertising pages. Many of
ing the Bueksport road several
business.
the products advertised are
well
times was finally killed by Benja
known in. this country and they are
min Higgins of West Ellsworth and
The Maine Central Railroad
has
called to the reader’s attention in
Warren Clay of Bluehill.
The bear
just issued a handsome 63-page book
the same clever fashion character
weighed about 300 pounds. The car
istic of American advertisers
who
let entitled “ Fisih and Game in
cass was brought to Ellsworth and
Maine," a booklet for the sportsmen,
have almost reduced the proposition
was exhibited
at Dutton Bros.’
the camper of either sex, the canoe
of calling attention to their goods
store on Water street.
Bears have
to a science.
cruiser and the lover of the wild
been seen in the vicinity
several
places.
It is full to the brim of
The same up-to-date times spirit
times.
On one occasion Mr. ■Mead-i
facts about Maine and its hunting
is seen in the methods of illustra
er and the late Dr. W. M.
Haines
and fishing places, handisomely illus
tion
Of Course war of army
or
were driving out the Bueksport road
trated by tire author and others. The
navy scenes are featured and these
when a huge bear crossed the road
author is James A. CruikShank and
are presented with all the finest
in front of them near the turn at
he has presented the attractions of
art of the photographer
combined
the old Jesse Lee Floyd place. T h is:
the Pine Tree State in a manner that
with the most advanced skill o f the
bear, Mr. Meader thinks, was killed i
shows he himself has enjoyed them.
printer.
The paper is certainly a
near the Oxbow on Union river.
The booklet also includes a short
credit to its publishers and indicates
article on the Maine guides, as well
that the progressive empire of the
T H E E T H IC S OF H U N T IN G
as giving the features of the game
Pacific is as advanced in some of
laws of the state. It is well worth
the vocations of peace as in the art
having.
October means to many men the of war.
call of wild life.
The start for the
woods, with old friend rifle
over
M A IN E A U T O S IN C R E A S E
their iShoulder, the companion of a
hundred camping trips, is like the
Something of the increase in the
release of the boy from school.
automobile business is shown in the
Humanitarian people say
the following figures which give a com
hunter is cruel.
Do any of our parison of the registrations at the
nUmrodis feel a bit uneasy of con secretary of state’s office at Au
A caller Friday at the State Mu- science as they set out on the old gusta for 1913 and 1914.
suem—a Westerner—was inclined to familiar trail?
Inquestion the label attached to a
The sportsman has standards to
1913 1914
crease
bird, stating -that it was a “ Female day which his father never con Autos,
10,351 14,456 4,105
Black Game,’’ giving his opinion that ceived.
Yeans ago it was custom Autos, special,
325
576
251
U wais a prairie chicken.
Chairman ary for whole town® to choose u]p Trucks,
366
634
268
Austin confessed his inability to de for competitive side hunts.
Hunt Dealers,
297
310
13
cide, but later mentioned the mat ers of known prowess would organ Motorcycles
545
727
182
ter to Curator James. “ He is wrong, ize competatag teams.
For a week Cycle dealers,
22
25
3
quickly said ‘ Tom .”
We have two the outlying country would -echo and Traction engines,
25
21
prairie chickens in the museum and reneceho with the bang of rifles
As the special registrations indi
the two species look no more alike and shot gun®.
Finally there wa® a cate that the owner has disposed of
than a dog and oat.”
He then haul glorious feast from flesh of bird and
one machine and acquired another,
ed the chairman of the commission t beast.
the total number of autos for 1913
the museum and pointed out the dif
Sporting sentiment would hardly would be 10,676, amd ffor 1914, a
ference in marking and shape.
Mir. perfmiit such wholesale butchery to
total of 15,032, a total gaifi of 519.
Austin quietly remarked on return day.
It is concerned with the pres
ing to his office: “ Tom was right-1— ervation of every species of wild
A R R IV A L S A T T H E E L M W O O D
as usual'.”
life, ready to -abstain from shooting
Testing fo r a Leak.
any beneficial variety which seem®
Leaks in the gas line from carbure
to be growing les®.
Th-e following are the arrivals at tor to cylinders will sometimes cause
Extreme humanitarians attack even the Elmwood from Monday until Wed trouble. To test for such leaks, apply
the shooting o f harmful beasts and nesday noon of this week: Leon D. oil to every joint, while the motor is
-bihdlsi.
Yet llife in the winter sec Hinkley, John D. Nile, Miss Annie running. Watch the joints, and if the
tions of the country is still a con Williams, Mrs. E. B. Williams, Au oil is sucked in, the joint will need
flict between the farmer and his gusta; F.. L. Wilder, Wilton; * Miss tightening or a new gasket, usually
useful domesticated flocks on one Celia Lehr, Hallowell; R. A. Bragg, the latter, for excessive tightening of
A party of hunters in which were side, and the prowlers of the for
S. W. Wentworth, L. W. Sanborn, C. joints will sometimes twist the sur
Charles W. Jones, clerk of courts for est on the other.
Every bear killed C, Files, Portland; T. L. Rainsftard, faces out of true so that the joint will
leak more than ever. When fitting a
Kennebec county;
Frederick S. mean® securer llife for the little wool
R. C. Smith, F. M. Tupper, W. C.
Jones, Judge Fred E. Beane of the ly (laimb.
When you com-e down to Humphrey, H. L. Stalker, Boston; F. gasket, be sure that it does not pro
ject on the inside of the manifold, not
Kennebec superior court, and Judge suffering, which, gets the worst of
C. Shackford, Auburn; F: T. Thomp only in order to prevent it offering
Sanford L. Fogg, left Bangor Satur it, the rabbit Wlho-se life i® abrupt
son,. Bangor; C. W. Steele, F. L. 'friction to the mixture, but to prevent
day noon for game land, their desti ly leaided by your shot gun, or his
King, Farmington; H. M.
Bowes, it being frayed(and disintegrated, and
nation being Seboeis.
They will brother who escapes tine hunter, only
T-homaston; J. s. Butler, Lewiston;' pieces being carried up to clog the
be joined later by Associate Justice to be carried olff squealing for a F. A. Gil Patrick, New York; Mrs. O. valve. Pieces of asbestos gasRet have
W. C. Pih'ilibrook and all will endea feast ill Brer Fox’s den?
M. Vose, Madrid;' F. N. Beal, Phil been known to get on a cylinder head,
vor to bring home a moose if pos
There does not seem miuch ap lips; J. B. Brackett, Suniersworth, where, becoming incandescent,, they
sible.
*
have caused bad preignition knocks.
preciable moral difference between H. H.
Tb&IMainejWoods thoroughly covers the entire
|of.Maine as to^Hunting. Trapping. Campdct and Outing news, and the Franklin county

PapierMacheliead Forms

■

m—

Sign T h a t Contains an Ironical W arn 
ing to Motorists— It is Proving Very
Effective.

ago an automobile crashed into this
pole and snapped it off, damaging the
machine as well as injuring the occu
pants. The electric railway company
left this stump of the pole in the
ground as a warning to all speeders
to slow down, and injected a bit of
sarcasm into' their sign in order to
make it more effective.—Popular Elec
tricity.
Crank Your Own Automobile.

Courts have decided that if an own
asks another party to crank his ci
and a broken arm results, the own
is liable for damages.

1
M A IN E

C L A S S IF IE D

WILBUR DISTRICT, RANGELEY

Om cent • word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 6, 1914.

PLATES WILL BE
BLUE IN 1915

Wilbur District, Ran go;ley, October
30.—There wa® a most
interesting
and entertaining gathering at the
FO R SA L E — Edison D ictatin g
oxa- Union meeting house Saturday even
\ chine. In first cla ss condition.
Inr ing of the Wilburs and relatives, for
the purpose of choosing officers and
fo lr e at M aine W ood s o ffice .
making arrangements to hold a Witbur reunion some time during the
Secretary of State J. E. Alexand
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for first two weeks of October 1915. Tile
er on Tuesday decided that the
•ale In Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine officers^ elected for the coming yean colors
to be used on automobile
Morrison.
were as follows:
President, Almon plates for the season of 1915 shall
Wilbur; vice president, Herbert W il be blue figures on a white
base.
bur; secretary, Miss Georgie I. W il This a reversal of the use 'of the
FOR SALE—Large male turkey, fif
bur; treasurer, Warren S.
Wilbur; colors on the 1914 plates.
teen months odd.
Write, Box 5,
dinner committee, Mrs. Almon Wilbur
Masaacusetts last Toar used blue
Salem, Maine.
Mrs. W. S. Wilbur, Mrs. Joseph Wil figures on white base and this year
bur and Mrs. Ruby Wilbur; commit will reverse that order.
FOR SALE—Cheap. Savage* Re tee on music, Mrs. Herbert Wilbur
The decision as to the colors has
peater rifle, 20 shot.
Stamp for and Miss Gladys Wilcox; entertain-; to be made thus early to permit the
reply.
Van Wyatt, Richfield, North ment committee, Miss Addie M. W il calling for bids and to give the
Carolina.
bur, Ruby Wilbur and James Wilcox. manufacturers plenty of time so as
It was voted to hold the reunion at to have the plates for the opening
FOR SALE—I sell coon, opossum an the same place next autumn. David of the new year.
was
The bids will call for a consider
bird dogs, Mississipipi pit
games, Wilbur of Farmington Falls
large Indian games, game ducks. I present having been visiting relati able increase over the bids of 1914,
buy and sell minks, coons, opossum, ves and arranging for the gathering. owing to the great increase in busin
The following table will show
skunk, fox, squirrels and prairie After the meeting a delightful soc ess.
the two
chickens ,and ail liv e . animals of ial hour was enjoyed by all, who the difference between
playing years:
any note wanted.
I sell traps to took part in singing and
1914
1915
catch these animals alive with. games and a treat of sweet , apples. Kind of Plate
Sets
Sets
Walter Odom, Durant, Miss., Box 208 Nearly $4 was added to the treasury
for expenses and it is hoped
all Automobies*
12.000
16,000
relatives will decide to be present J Trucks,
500
1,200
WANTED— Salesmen to sell Oils, next- year and write Miss G. I. W il Dealers,
350
350
Belting, Hose, Paint, Varnishes to bur, Box 154, Rangeley.
Special,
500
800
factories, mills, auto owners, stores, | Those who were present at this Motor cycle,
800
900
and Traction engines,
threshers; outside large cities. Ex- Ifirst meeting iwinded, Mr.
50
50
cellent proposition.
Paid w eekly.! Mrs. Joseph Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. Motor cycle dealers,
50
50
Ohio Oil & Grease Co., Cleveland, W. S. Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
The original order of 12,000 plates
Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Wilbur, for automobiles does not represent
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Wilbur, Mr. and the number registered because the
Mrs. Leeman Wilcox, Mr. and Mrs. 12,000 was exhausted and 2500 ad
M IS C E L L A N E O U S
John Rufus Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. ditional plates have so far been pur
John L. Phllibrick, Mr. and
Mrs. chased to fill the demand.
FOUND—Key, with ribbon attached. Herbert Ross, Mr. and Mrs.
ElThe Motor Truck plates will bear
Owner may have same by paying bridge Rose, David S. Wilbur, Miss before the number the letter X.
costs.
Maine Woods office.
Della Wilbur, Miss Georgia I. W il
The Letter on the Dealers plates
bur, Miss Addie M. Wilbur, Warren will be changed next year from
B.
Wilbur, Jr., Walter Wilbur,
Max- j to D, owing to the fact that the B
LIVE A N IM A LS W A N T E D
Jam es1has often been taken for the fig
Will buy live mink, well Wilbur, Harry Wilcox,
fox, skunk, bear Wilcox, Miss Kathleen Stewart, Miss ure eight.
cubs, fisher, mar- i Marion Stewart, R. W. Wilbur, Ful
ten, otter, beaver, j ton Wilbur, Joseph L. Wilbur, Sabianj The special plates, which are used
lynx and others. IWilbur, Abram Ross, Verma Rosp, when an owner disposes of his maliine and uses the same registra
Name price in first
Wilbur, tion on another machine, will have
letter.
Write us Hayden Ross, Miss Irene
before buying or Miss Minnie Ross, Linnie Ross, Saul the same letter, S.
selling and about Collins.
The auto plates go in sets of
fur farming. C. C. Garland, Box 133,
As this family are well known for two; the dealers plates in sets of
Oldtown, Maine.
their kind hospitality and true friend 10 .
ship all the ‘‘uncles, aunts and cou
The last automobile registration
sins,” it is hoped will arrange to be number issued at the close of busin
An Exception.
If he will try often enough a man present at the reunion next October. Iess on Wednesday, Nov. 4, was 14464
can succeed in doing almost anything
and the last special number
was
unless he is trying to be original by
S 580.
copying somebody else.

Warden Ross Hears Report of Par
tridges Being Plenty.

& Union River Power Co., near Ells
worth.
Chief Game Warden, Per
kins recently visited the dam to
look it over for the purpose of mak
ing a report on the feasibility and
desirability of the scheme.

OPENING OF
HOTEL CAROLINA
Golf Courses Never In Better
Shape Than This Season.
(Special Correspondence)

ft
same time readily accessible
game
coverts.
Following the example of the nuine
ous gun clubs in and around Philadel'phaa and elsewhere the trapsliooters in Wisconsin and Illinois
are
forming a league.
It is their pur
pose to hold monthly shoots at which
teams composed of ten men
froim
each city will compete.
The
cities
already a part of the new league are
Rockford, 111.; Beloit, Wis.; Caperon,
II.; and Jamesville, Wis. New teams
will be added before the next shoot
so that a hundred shooters will like
ly take part in November. The Oct
ober shoot was tlie first meeting of
the new league and was attended by
forty enthusiasts
from the above
named cities.
Good scores were
made by all teatas and the totals
were close.
A. J. Wagner, of Beloit,
with 96, out of a possible hundred
was .high gun on his team; Dr.
D. C. Hearn, with 94, being the best
gun on the Rockford team; and E.
P. Drake and C. E. Snyder with 92
each carried qff the individual Janes
ville honors.
By a strange coinci
dence all these winners used Nifro
Club shells.
The meet was
held
under the auspices of the Janesville
Gun Club. That trapshooting leagues
are bound to become more papular is
a certainty if the enthusiasm that
marked the formation of this new
league is any indication of
tlie
sporting possibilities.
The Phila
delphia Trapshooters’ League lias
become a decided fixture and con
ducts some of the best-attended
shoots held in the eastern states. A
good, healthy rivalry between the
competing cities is developed, even
as much as between the various
cities making up a base ball league,
while the opportunities for the trapsliooter to enjoy his favorite sport
are limitless.

PINEHURST, N. C., November 7.—
The informal opening of the Hotel
Carolina brings to light the trans
formation of a summer of remarkable
growth; representing an expenditure
of fully $200,000 and not less than a
dozen new buildings erected.
Conspicuous among these is a
seventy-room addition to The Caro
lina containing sixty-two rooms, each
with separate private bath, and six
teen of which are provided
with
sleeping porches, an innovation in
the resort field.
New homes have been built
for
Mrs. Anson Phelps Stokes of New
York, Henry C. Fownes of Pitts
burg, Commodore John T. Newton of
Brooklyn, Harry W. Priest of Ports
mouth, Henry S. Houston of Holyoke,
and additions made to the private
cottages of H. W. Grmsbee of Fitch
burg and G. N. Howard of Halifax.
In addition, a new bank building,
Community Hall and a number of
new community cottages have been
completed.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Shannon 2nd of
Brockpcrt. Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Orms
bee of Fitchburg; Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. C. Rumsey and Commodore and
P A N T H E R A N D BEAR
Mrs. J. T. Newton cf Brooklyn; Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Hudson of New Suf
A Vic io us B a ttle to th e Death W i t h
folk, Rev. and Mrs. T. A. Cheatham
a T h r i l l i n g C l im a x .
of Salisbury; Mrs. W. E.
Barnett
and the Misses Barnett of New Hav
‘‘When my grandfather was a young
en; Mrs. B. Farrington, the Misses man he used to hunt a great deal,”
Farrington and Master Farrington of says a writer in the American MagWest Newton; Mr. Frederick Bruce aine.
“ He had a brother living in
and Miisis Mary Bruce of New York; Montana, and in the fall of 1858 he
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Page of decided, to go and spend the winter
Milton, Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Lamgdon with this brother and hunt. One day
of Southington, are among the first his brother was telling about a large
of the cottagers to arrive.
cave in the mountains where some
Mrs. Mary E. Downey of Chicago, panthers lived.
He thought it would
has been at the Carolina for a week, be a good chance to try to get one.
past with Manager and Mrs. H. W. So one morning a few days later he
Priest.
Mr. O. B.
Wickham of started out to find the cave.
When
Cleveland, an annual visitor
for he caime in slight of it he didn’t see
Game
L
a
w
Prosecutions
Nov. 2.
many years, came late in
October, any stir, so kept creeping closer.
On account of the Teachers’ Con
I m p r o v e m e n t on the Saw.
and automobile tourists have been
“ He finally cam© to a path; there
The
following
prosecutions
for
vio
The efficiency of the saw has been vention in Portland there were only
seemed to be a lot of different
lations of the game laws have been numerous.
greatly increased by the recent inven two days of school last week.
The golf courses were never in tracks.
He began looking for a
tion of a Frenchman. The teeth of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hinds and lirttle reported to the Fish and Game Com
better
shape as a result of the sum-; place to hide and finally discovered
the new saw are arranged in alternate |son Glendon of Farmington are guests mission:
By Chief Warden C. A. Parker of Imer’s replanting and manuring, and j g. ledge and climbed up and sat
groups—four pointing forward and of L. T. Hinds and enjoying a hunt
Suddenly he heard
North Berwick on Nov. 2 of Max ! No. 1 course, opened early in the down to rest.
then four pointing back. For cutting ing trip.
condition. a sound of cracking brush.
He got
metal the new saws are almost twice
Wall
ingford of Lehamnon for hunting week, is in the pink of
Among the lucky hunters last wee
as efficient as saws of the usual pat was Miss Lillian Taylor, who shot on Sunday, Nov. 1.
The case was Miles of good roads have been added his rifle up ready when down the
to the connecting lines in which path came an old bear and three
tern. They last six times as long.
a nice deer not far from tine vil before the Sanford municipal court •
Pineliurst is the hub, and agrioultura cubs; the little cubs wer© playing
The blades do not break easily. They
The deer weighed 150 pounds. and Wallingford was fined $10 and I
cut either wood or metal and are lage.
development is extending the in-, like kittens.
The old bear walked
$13.80
costs.
He
paid.
A party of six from Portland were
made in a great variety of shapes and
By Game Warden Emery S. Bub- j fluence of the village throughout the up to the cave, sniffed a few times
at
Camp
Fled
a
last
week
on
a
hunt
styles.
and went in.
In a few minutest she
ier of •Phillips on Oct. 27 of Archie entire section.
ing trip.
It is, indeed, The Greater Pine- came out with a little panther, killed
Fred Hutchins of Kingfield is in Brorwn of Wilt on ffor illurntin g rac
O ld tim e N eedlew ork.
coons and skunks in close
time. liurst not alone of to-day, but of to it and gave it to the cubs. She re
town for a few weeks.
Needlework is so rapidly becoming
peated this three times, and every
The case was before Trial Justice morrow !
John
Rounds
and
a
party
from
a l%st art that it is in the nature of Strong were at Fortune Fetter’s cam A. B. Allien at Wilton and Brown
one she killed wbuld scream and the
a fairy tale to explain that something
old panther would answer away off
was fined $10 and $2.15 costs. He T R A P S H O O T I N G
last
week
on
a
hunting
trip.
IN
ENGLAND
like half a century ago little girls,
in the woods, and each time nearer.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Jones are visit paid.
A N D A M E R IC A .
not especially precocious, either,
“After she had killed them all she
By
Chief
Warden
Howard
Wood
ing
at
Greene’s
Farm
her
former
learned the fundamental principles of
of Greenville Nov. 2 of A. L. Green
In England trapshooting is rather cuffed the cuibs and sent them up a
threading a needle and pushing It home, for a few days.
through the fabric at the age of two
A. L. Savage sold four horses to of Kataihdln Iron Works for buying a means to an end than an end in tree. Then she began digging a hole
and one-half years, and by the time parties in Kingfield the first of the and selling a deer Cor transportat itself, for there it is regarded pri in the ground and sniffing the air.
they were three, pegged away at week.
ion out of the state.
The case marily as excellent practice for field In a few minutes the old panther
squares of patchwork,“'ultimately com
Field hunting
plays a screamed and it seemed just, a little
Mrs. William Hansoomb, who was was before the Piscataquis municipal bunting.
pleting “quilts” for future use.
The old bear lay
seriously ill last week is much bet court at Milo and on account of the much more important pa/K in social distance away.
ter.
Her mother, Mrs. C. Bradford exceptional circumstances of the life than it does in this country, and down on, her back in the hole she
She was ready for fight.
mien who are guests at country hous had dug.
Gordon was called from Kingfield to case sentence was suspended.
By Amzy Hodgkins of Jefferson of es about Ranelagh, Belvoir hnd Hur- The panther came straight for the
care for her.
She gave one Leap and struck
Mrs. F. C. Burrell is
recovering the killing by Wesley Hodgkins at lingliam are expected to be proficient bear.
There was a
fierce
South Jefferson.
The carcass was with the shotgun and qualified to |on the bear.
from her recent illness.
struggle,
with
screaming
and
snarl
confiscated
and
disposed
of
by
the
participate
in
a
grouse
hunt.
Mrs. R. C. Taylor entertained 13
To speak generally, high scores are ing, and in less than ten minutes the
of her friends October 21, at a quilt- department at the Manson and Cash
not the object in. English trapshoot bear was torn into fragments. The
tacking.
Four quilts were complet Markets in Gardiner.
ing, the purpose being to reproduce panther walked into the cave and
ed.
During the afternoon
refresh
Game
Warden
Geo.
Ross
of
Vanceas
nearly as possible the conditions came right out again and gave a
William F. Nye is the great ments were served by the hostess,
boro, who is distributing fish for of wing-shooting; and therefore the scream that was bloodcurdling. Just
assisted
by
Mrs.
Ivie
King.
Those
est authority on refined oils in the
somewhat then she saw the cubs, She gave
present were Mrs. Nell Vaughan, tlie Maine Fisih and Game Coin mis methods and rules differ
world. He was the first bottler; has Mrs. C. T. Wyman., Mrs. Rose Dyer, sion, Tuesday landed seven cans of from those which govern the sport in a leap and brought one down and
the largest business and NYOIL
Mrs. Minerva King, Mrs. Bell Grose, trout fingerlings at Bangor for Web America, though here also proficienc killed it, and went after the rest and
Mrs. Grace Hansoom, Mrs. Annie ber A. Estabrooike and A. R. Phil at the traps is considered a long killed thorn.
is the best oil he has ever made.
“ She sniffled the air again and
He received and step toward proficiency in the field.
Arsenault, Mrs. Nora Jones,
Mrs. lips of Ellsworth.
NYOIL
Mae Taylor, Mrs. Dura Cox and Mrs. forwarded Wednesday a shipment of One English method of gaining skill began coming toward my grandfath
•
HAS NO EQUAL.
the same for Edward Smith of Ma in shooting is to walk through a field er, who had been watching from the
Ivie King.
He raised his
rifle,
Beware of scented mixtures called
Charlie, the little son cf Mr. and nillas, which will be placed in Cat- in which, traps are concealed in the ledge above.
took
good
aim
and
fired.
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
hance
lake.
brush
and
bushes
and
break
as
many
Mrs. Chrissie Vaughan came very
where a light oil is needed. It pre
“That was the last he know until
Mr. Ross reports that partridges as possible of the targets which, are
last
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica nee*- being drowned one day
he
became conscious again, for ho
thrown
in
front
of
the
marksman,
at
are
said
by
all
to
be
very
plenty
in
week.
He, with three other small
tion.
As for moose,
al his right or at his left, or over his fainted, as soon as he shot, but the
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
children were playing on an
old all1 sections.
your firearms and your rod. You will bridge, when lie made a miis-step though not reported very numerous head, always at angles which lie can paptler was dead—ho had hit her be
find it by far the best. Hardware and
tween tlie eyes.
and fell through the bridge into the in most parts of the state, he hears not guess beforehand.
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
“ He didn’t wait to pick up his
of
many
being
seen
in
Washington
Both
in
Great
Britain
and
the
He sank the second time
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and water.
United States trapshooting is a fas lunch box, but went fast for homo.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
before he was rescued by Leland Tag- county.
“ He often says that is the most
cinating sport in itself, and per!laps
ue.
Mrs. Elisha Voter saw him fall
WM. F. NYE,
Nothing definite has been done the reason why we have taken it up game he ever got with one bullet,
in and called quickly for help. The
New Bedford, Mass.
little lad suffered no bad
effects with the project to build a fishway on its own merits lies in the fact but lie wouldn’t want to see it all
at the big dam of! the Bar Harbor that we have few large and at the over again.”
from his wetting.
„
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Does Not Think Much of American
Journalism.
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Makes Cakes

,jn'-—A

Like This!

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
party.
for pastry, too, and just
for
rolls and bread.
farther— a help in household
— because it is milled by a special
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have

the birthday

Wonderful
biscuits, hot
Goes

as good
economy
process
it. Good^grocers like

to sen William Tell Flour
c.

h.

McK e n z i e

t r a d in g
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that I tall you has been proven, a- er failed to try to get our Emperor
FEW POINTERS
But be was BASEBALL STARS
mong others by the Carnegie Com away from Germany.
told ©very time that Francis Joseph
mission.
HUNTING IN MAINE
*Bulgaria was fighting for Macedonia was a German prince and together
BY JACK HUBEL and
got cheated in the vilest pos with all his people would for ever

Just imagine, if you can, that you
are at the trap®'.
You are watch
ing some of th,e best traps,hooters in
the country “ kill” clay pigeons. The
expert takes his stand and
shoots
'his string.
And soon the score is
announced, “ 47,” He liais
killed
forty-seven out of a possible
fifty
birds.
Vienna 1st of October 1914.
Good work, you say. He’s all right. To the E ditor of M aine Woods:
And he is.
Any man who can break
As I have seen by some American
forty-.seven, in fifty trials is a crack
newspapers, the American
public
shot.
It takes a mighty cool head,
opinion is very strongly influenced
a keen eye, steady nerves and per
by the one-sided stories of .English
and French Press Association. There
fore I wish to tell the people of
Phillips, where 1 have so
many
friends a few facts about this war
and the causes that brought about
tliis greatest of all struggles and beg
you to publish this.
I suppose many friends of mine
think that Austria through its “ brut
al” ultimatum, to Serbia is the
cause of the European war.
To
refute this I have to bring a little
fect muscular control to make a 47 istory, told in a nutshell/!!
score.
If you don’t think so go out
It has always been Russia’s great
and try it yourself.
est desire to 'have a Kittle of the
And so, the recent performance of “ Open Sea.”
Its harbors in
the
young Alvin Newbert of Sacramen Baltic Sea and the Pacific Ocean,
to, California, just past his twelfth (the latter don’t c/ount much anywa y\
birthday, is all the (more remarkable. are frozen % of the year and not of
Alvlin is the son of a
prominent strategic positions.
They have good
sporting goods dealer in Sacramento. harbors in the Black Sea, but with
From the time he was first permit out the “ Dardanelles” they claim
ted to wander down to his father’s they cannot live.
But in truth only
store, to look around as boys do, their fleet is locked in as Turkey
he has lived in an atmosphere of allows no warships to pass through
outdoor sports.
And while he has them.
It was Peter the Great in th
had time to be a typical boy, and to seventeenth, century that first said
play all the games of boys of his “ We must have
Constantinople.”
age, he has always favored shooting Since then Russia had many wars
and hunting, developing his natural with Turkey.
The Crime n war and
skill to such an extent that his fame the war of 1878 v 'll be well remem
has already spread up and down the bered. The latter saw the birth of
entire Pacific Coast.
And Since Roumania and Bulgaria.
the shoot of the Turn Verein
Gun
Now, Russia cannot get to Con
Club, of Sacramento, held a short
stantinople without pocketing these
while ago, Alvin’s skill has been
countries.
In order to do this they
commented upon by sporting papers
have to fight Austria first as we
and newspapers in* all parts of the
helped liberate these countries and
country.
Uwaroff himselif said “ Our way to
Shooting for prizes, in competition
Byzanz leads over Austria’s
ruins.”
with forty o f the best shots in the
But here was Serbia and with their
Sacramento Valley, young Newbert
help perhaps “ we get there,” so they
killed forty-seven out of a possible
calculated.
fifty—a score any man would
be
Serbia under the Obrenovic dynast
proud of.
But when one considers
always lived in good friendship with
that this boy used Ms father’s Rem
ington, a gun much larger than the Austria and our Emperor was King
ordinary stock dimensions and almost Alexander’s best friend. The latter
as large as the shooter himself, his was assassinated by Russian Order
Peter
score takes on a new
significance (1901 I think it was) and
Karageorgevic,
who
lived
all
hi
and stamps him a coming champion.
The details of Alvin’s
record life by Russian grace, was made king
for
score follow and will give one a of Serbia and a willing tool
fair idea of the consistency of his conspiracies.
The second Balkan war
was
shooting:
brought about by Russia, for Bulgar
Shooting at 10 birds he broke 10
ia that beat the Turks nearly all aShooting at 20 birds he broke 18
lone and almost got to Constantino
Shooting at 20 birds he broke 19
ple, accordingly wanted the biggest
share.
But a strong
Bulgaria
Shooting at 50 birds he broke 47
It
There is now another name to add is against Russian interests.
weakened,
to the fast growing list of
boy bled strongly and was
champions—Alvin Newbert, of Cali while Serbia in reality had just one
fornia.
He takes his place beside battle (Kumanovo) with Turks and
Bloice Bowen, of Colorado; Robert otherwise was doing its best by
MeGivern, of Montana; James Col civilizing Macedonia i. e., by burning
vin Francis, of Missouri; and Sergt. towns and villages and killing off
Otto Reynold®, ch amp ion boy rifle everything that did not talk the
shot of California, all expert rifle Serbian tongue. When Bulgaria ask
shots, yet not out of their teens. ed for their land they were told that
WHO SAYS AMERICAN
BOYS there were no Bulgarians but
just
CAN’T SHOOT?
Serbs in Macedonia.
Ail this here

/"•
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stay to Germany.
I just
mention
sible manner;
This was the first success of the this to show that our politic® has al
PORTLAND, Me., Oct. 27—John W.
Karageorgevic and thank the Lord ways been a straight one!
While on the smokestacks of Eng Coombs and Jack Lapp, the well
it has been the last.
After that
a1’ the Serbs stuck their noses high lish factories i® growing grass new known battery of Connie Mack’® Ath
er in the air and began to look more factories grow out of the ground in letics, passed the even'ng Sunday
and mare to Bosnia and Herzegow- Germany, therefore the jealousy. But with, friends in town and departed on
ina, our blooming provinces and a this jealousy of our cousins should the east bound Pulllman at 1.20 bound
matter of course were encouraged by not go as far as to give advantages for Greenville and thence through
Russia.
The Russian
ambassador to a yellow race, the consequences the Allagash country for nearly three
of which could not be thought obit weeks’ travel by canoes in the heart
Hartwig told them “ Austria is
the
at this moment!
In the name of of the Maine game region.
saute sick man as Turkey” and the
“ ci'Villiiazticn” (? ” they have mob
bombs, revolvers, etc., that former
Shawkey and Pennock of the Ath
ilized all the d------ blacks, browns
ly worked in, Macedonia, came to
and yellows against us, therefore no letics and Dan Murphy of the* BrookBosnia.
The 28th of June will be
pardon can and will be given to feds were passengers on the Pull
well remembered.
Franz Ferdinand
them;
England until now
never man when it came in from Boston,
was the strongest man in Austria,
felt a war on its own body, but who and the five will be assisted by three
therefore they put him out of
tire
guarantees that it will not feel it guides in their search for game, ad
way. Serbia has promised good be
venture and exploration.
this time?
havior more than once, but on the
This is no raciall war as the hon
Coombs has been ait hi® 'home in
paper only (which for Orientals is orable Lewiston Journal says,
tout
West Kennebunk several days; Lapp
never binding). We mobilized (partly
just a battle for power on the part
came from Boston and the other
twice to protect our frontier, which,
of Russia, for Revenge on the part of
cost us a lot of money.
People now France and for more business on, the fellows from Philadelphia. The rumor
that Chief Bender was to be in the
said “ Why mobilize again, lets have part of England.
party i® incorrect.
He gets back to
the real thing and make peace for
For Austria’® nationalities the ques
the Minnesota preserves every fall
ever.
We •cannot afford a mobili tion is:
Whether they want to con
as lue is an expert in bird shooting
sation every two years.”
Behind tinue their quarrels here in
the
this ultimatum are all nationalities of parliament in Vienna and be free and outdoor travtefl on the trail or
Austria!
It is keen and had to be. nations that can say any time what through the woods is1 a pastime in
from
The only fault wie have, is that we they like or don’t like or go down which he has taken delight
The tribe in which
nave been too peaceful too long. No in the Russian graves of nations even- early boyhood.
early
body wants the war hiere, but when tually think it over in iSiberian mines he passed his infancy and
we knew that sooner or later we’ve all the life long. Therefore we stand years was active in hunting until
got to flight all right then; You all h,ere and fight from the first to the within a few years and his first
know the proverb about the
bad last man whether German or Polle,, recollection® are of days when the
neighbour!
Hungarian or Croatian, for our con reservation for this people was more
To those that are not well acquaint stitution and no ®uoh thing as “ the than half th estate.
ed with European, history I want to smouldering fires of rebellion would
Coombs and Lapp registered in the
say that *<t was Austria1that for over burst out etc.,” (the honorable Lew Elks Club in this city and discussed
thousand years kept away Asiatic in iston Journal in its number of July important .factors that led into the
vasions from the western countries. 29th dreams of) will ever happen!
world’s series result with many men
There js no revolution here in, Of the city who saw the
Times again we ' ‘ o’ d up thq barbar®',
Boston
If one wouldn’t see wound games.
I just mention the Avars, Russians Vienna!
A lot of inside
baseball
and Turks. It is this same duty that ed soldiers in the streets, one might and anaylsis of the cause and effect
we fulfil to-day as Russia that mobil- think there was no wair at alii. We which figure in such contests was
ied its Siberian forces early last will see yet where the revolution is brought out.
It is the opinion of
There is no French both, men that the pitching staff that
spring (knowing well what was com going to be.
ing) is invading our Galicia
with blood in our veins.
Connie Mack lias under
contract
Chungusen, KArgisen, etc., etc.
Now as to the chapter “ German will be good enough to carry the
France that always boasted of be atrocities” I will say that they have team to another American League
ing the first, freest, richest
and been born by the Reuter and Havas pennant and that whoever wins in
The yellow press is at the National League will find these
most civilized nation of the world Agencies.
This I twirlers invincible next October in
gave Russia in the last decades not work to poison the minds.
less than 20,000 millions francs—for say of the English and French as the post season series.
purposes of war in order to have well as of a certain American press.
Germany and Austria ©rushed and The latter should he a little more
al1 that just for the one
thought neutral as our cable has been cut an
CO O M BS IS STRO NG
“ revenge.” One might almost think everybody has the right to defend
Biit it seems as if the
the world has been turned bottom himselif.
side up, seeing a republic arm in British sovereign has been rolling
Aside from being 15 pounds light,
arm with the darkest government down Broadway some!
Coombs i® weld and has the strength
According to their telegrams the
possible, the Czarispn
And then
to work in the box.
He
looks
comes along a certain Lloyd George Serbs catch every day anywhere from for much benefit from this trip and
I
and says the Prussian militarism 50,000 to y2 million Austrian®!
will go to Texas about
Christmas
must cease!
In the above I have only want to know where all these time to enjoy the
warm weathear
said what caused it! I ask where Austrians come from?
previous to spring training. It is
there is a nation that in the last
In all these news “ the wish i® the his ambiton to get back into the
forty years has come to the front, is father of the thought.”
There is game and help win another league
doing a thriving business, has done no anxiety felt here because Russian pennant and world’s series.
a lot for culture and civilization and are on Austrian territory.
We will
They were due in Greenville at 10
wants to be choked willingly?
drive them out again.
There are
France and Russia would not have too many of them now, five to one, to-day, thence across Moosehead by
dared |to attack us as they are too but patience and cold blood are the means of streams and carries through
Chesuncook and Richardson lakes
We have it!
weak.
But England was determined main thing now.
from the beginning to do its share.
I have not said all yet. Mr. Edi and other smaller bodies of water to
thence
down
the
They calculated like this: The war tor. If you kindly allow me I will the Allagash,
the
is going to take place on the con continue some other time.
Will you stream, which flows north, to
tinent, we have a big fleet therefore kindly excuse my bad English but St. John River, to Conners and Fo-rt
nothing will happen to us.
W e sen I am doing my best.
Again I thank Kent, where their trip will end And
over a few solid lens and of course you very, very much for publishing tliey will return home by rail.
win and when comes time to make this and remain with, kindest regards
They naturally expect to obtain a
peace we’ll take a lot more than to you and all friends in the good fair amount of game and to liave an
a’ others, won’t have risked much old State of Maine.
interesting trip. Coombs and Mur
at the whole affair and are playing
Your® truly,
phy have been over the same route
the first fiddle in Europe again as
Han® Hiebel,
but the other three are uninitiated
the rest of them will be weakened
and will be given their degrees in
Austrian, “ barbar.”
for years to come.
This is what
amplified
form.
P. S. I am not enlisted yet al
Messrs. Grey, Churchill,, Kitchener,
though
I
want
to
go
like
thunder!
I
etc., etc. are th inking.
am nearsighted and they will not
We all know the British love for
take such cripples!
small nations! I only remind >^ou of
Heil Detiscbland
the Boer republics and Egypt.
Do
Hell Osterreich
they telil you what they are doing
there now? Well, they established
Inclosed a photo of dum-dum car
a military government and put away tridges the French use.
all Egyptian authorities!
All that
is needed now is that the Khedive
wants to be captured to quiet
the
mniiiimmmiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiitmiiiimiiiiiiMiiimiimiiin
Mjohammedans. •
All bible reader® well know that
the Nile valley for thousands of
years has been a rich grain coun
try.
To-day Egypt is importing 2-3
“ Alw ays D oes G o o d ”
434 Congress St.,
of the grain they need to live and ;
The established custom among
all that despite the big Nile dams 1 PORTLAND, MAINE
I
New England folks is to always
the good Britishers build!
Why, | Erected in 1911, and positively the only |
have
England gets all the grain it wants
Fireproof Hotel in the City
from Canada, but it needs cotton | Elevator Service, Private and Public |
in the house. Thus they prevent
therefore Egypt must produce cotton | Baths and every convenience for the com- |
sickness, by relieving those minor
| fort o f prnests including
or hunger.
This is British
love
disorders which lead to more seri
|
for neutral countries!
Turkey is i HOT A N D COLD R U N N IN G
ous ills.
1
W A T E R A N D LOCAL A N D
I
Many Uses
already dealt up—don’t exist any
D ISTANCE
TELE|
Guilford, Me.
more for the Triple Entente— Egypt | LONG
“ I always keep ‘ L . F . ’ Atwood’s Med
icine in the house to use in case of indiges
to England, Minor Asia and Constan | PHONE IN E V E R Y ROOM 1
tion, constipation, headache,dizziness,acid
tinople to Russia.
Amen. We wiilll 1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED fj
stomach or colds.
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS |
[signed] M rs . W arrbn P omrov
see!
Get a big 35c bottle at your druggist’s
= American Plan $2.50 per" day, upward 1
The late King Edward is the Fath = European Plan $1,00 per day, upward i
to-day—or write us for liberal trial
sample if you’ ve never yet used it.
er of the Triple Entente . He came = Lett#ra o f inquiry retrardinK rata* e t c ., prom ptly annwored. §
“
L.
F.” M edicine Co., Portland, Me.
every year to Austria for medical | H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, 1
Proprietors.
treatment and on this occasion nev TiiiiiiimmiiimimiiinimHim
iiMimuuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimimiminmiimmmmi

[Catering to “ Up State” Folks I

I«"wCHASE HOUSE!

“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine

M A IN E
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D IS T U R B E D

BY

S L A U G H T E R OF G A M E B IR D S
AND

D O M E S T IC
AS

W ELL.
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WOODS,

ners have rather over-reached them
selves.
The people will not always
stand such abuse of gunning privile
ges and surely will find means to
restrict them.—Edward Howe Forbush.
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dejected fashion.
They seemed to may be cured.
A favorite remedy
realize that they were being scrutin fla to give the sick oxygen treat
ized too, but they became so accust ment.
Surgery is sometimes eanomed to us that they even let us jblcyed.
A filsh that had bad its
watch them from the piazza. And tail partly tern otff was thus saved
while the farmer was standing up to dell’iight the erudite you till of the
stairs by an open window, one flew J center of culture when they flatten
up and alighted on the sill, looking! their noses against the glass of the
him over some little time b -fore lead tanks.
Who knows but that the
ing, ;n a leisurely dignified manner. day may come When the filsh doctors
It was while on the piazza, late in will go to sea with the fishermen
the afternoon that we caught the and study the health of the denizens
only hint of their song and then it of the deep?
Newspaper r id e r s
wa® in snatches, in such, a faint of the future may d'earn of the fight
undertone that I thought at first I ing of epidemics aimong the fish by
lied imagined it.
We could just the spreading cf appropriate remed
barely bear it as near as we were.
ies -upon the face cf the waters.
Stranger things have
We loved to watch them.
Their Wiho knows?
dignified poise even as they ran come to pass.
over the lawn fascinated u®. When
ever they rested with heads lifted,
it seemed as if that wonderful ,flutelike song of praise must come, but
no, this is their time of silence.

the first of October and were there
two weeks.
They get two deer.
Mr. Harden guided the
Middletons
and Will Proctor and Rube Wilbur of
Rangeley guided the other members
of the party.
The party bad the
big camp and got their own meal®,
Mr. Middelton acting as the chief
cbetf.
He is very fond of cooking
and we understand made wonderful!
concoctions. Mr. Harden used, tjo take
Mr. Middleton into, the woods when
Mr. Middleton was only 16 years of
age, as he used to come with his
(mother and stop at the MooseLookmeguntic House.
For several years
Mr. Harden was otherwise engaged,
but since taking these camps has
guided Mr. Middleton as in the past
and Mr. Middleton always lias the big
camp and thoroughly enjoys his work
in the culinary department.

The gunners have given the people
of Massachusetts a Lessen and now
the gunners themselves are l'ikely to
get theirs.
In 1912, the Great and General
Court of Massachusetts passed an
act changing the date of the be
ginning of the open ■season on upland
game to Oetcher 12—three
days
earLier than formerly.
This
wa.s
done at the solicitation of large num'bers of gunners tiliat thie s,eason might
open on Columbus Day which lias
During Autumn migration such un
been made a holiday.
The change
was strongly opposed by sportsmen, expected things are always happen
often
game protectionists and bird
pro ing, and Cild friends are so
tectors, but all opposition was futile. appearing in, strange coots that one
Let ns see haw the change has who is watching the birds is always
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Houston are
In tim ate Acquaintance
One of the
de
worked out to the advantage of the getting excited.
a bridal couple who have been spend
gunners.
Last Columbus Day was lights of this time is the chance of
ing two weeks at the camps.
This, is one of the delights of
the beg Lining of the first open sea meeting at close range some of the bird study while living in the coun
son on pheasants that Massachusetts birds who dwell in inaccessible plac try.
There is a sort of triumphant
We exhilaration in merely
has had for some years.
Proctically es while rearing their young.
identifying
Mrs. A. E. Wentworth and daugh
all the hunters were out on Colum have had such a delightful exper different species, but to me the joy
ter, Mida of Boston came in
June
ience
of
this
kind
lately
that
I
must
bus Day.
For about 45 days the
ous intimacy cf daily .living with them
and occupied Kum Sum More for 10
weather had been fine nearly all the tell about it.
and watching their family life is
A Maine Woods reporter had a weeks.
They enjoyed the
many
It began one morning before we much more satisfying.
time and the woods were as dry as
From these pleasant call last Sunday at Camp trails and had most delightful days
sound kitchen windows I watched the rear Eothen, Long pond, which is run
tinder.
Weather sharps says there were up—a queer clucking
in the open:.
said ing of the flicker family in the north most successfully by Mr. and Mrs.
has not been such a dry faill for “ That’s something different,”
about 90 years.
The number of the farmer, as lie crept to the win ern spy tree, right on the lawn. A S. C. Harden.
I sleepily, ventured the sug year ago they made the opening for
hunters that have taken out licen dow.
This camp, as many know is pleas
F. M. Furbush of Lewiston, who
ses in Massachusetts is not
less gestion that it might be a squirrel, the nest and at odd moments this antly Located on the shore of Long is a frequent visitor, is planning to
br
*
he
had
caught
a
glimpse
and
was
than 60,000 and may be a great many
year, they have been at work on a pond, about six miles from- Range- come next Saturday for a hunting
We are wondering if ley and on the direct road to that trip. Some of the gentlemen, Ben
more as the Gaine Commission
has sure that it was a bird in the woou- maple tree.
This woodbine covers
the they are in the habit of getting a
gvien out bout 70,000 hunters’ licen fa,\n »
town.
It iis a most convenient plajce nie Brooks and Mr. Jamieson who us
ses to the town and city clerks this whole east side cf the ell and many building site ready a year ahead. for auto (mobile parties to run in for ually accompany him will probably
birds
are
attracted
by
the
berries.
Bluebirds, robins, sparrows, the var dinner, or even to tarry for a longer not come for their hunt until about
year.
From the complaints
that
feasting ious flycatchers, the Baltimore oriole,
have been constantly coming in since, The bluebirds have been
time, for there is always something the 21st of November, but Mr. Furvireos, brown thrashers and
cedar in the lino of sport at these camps. bush was obliged to come this week
it seems that mcst of them were out there for some time.
birds all build in the
trees and In the fishing season there
on Columbus Day and many more
are if at all.
He will no doubt have a
Bird Lures
shrubs about the lawn and of late, numerous pcndis to select from, to trophy to take home with him.
/who had not taken the trouble to get
The farmer lias contributed sev the myrtle warblers in their changed •which there are trails and excellent
licenses.
Also some 70,000 farmers
and their sons have the right to eral devices to entice the birds.
A coats and the white throated spar fishing.
In the 'hunting
season
shoot on their own premises without feeding board is fastened to the rows hftve held high carnival.
The there is game galore, and everyone
Messrs. Waite and Libby of Liver
a license.
In many towns the bang trunk of a big hackmatack in plain latter cling to the tops of the weed knows, that if he lias “ Sod” for a more Falls cam© to Gamp Idle Hour
ing of guns sounded like the celebra sight of the window.
Seeds and stalks and sway about in seemingly guide he will lead him to it.
last week Wednesday, for a short
tion of the Fourth of July. Not only suet on this are not very well patror- rac :less fashion. The juncos seem to
A great attraction at the present stay.
were pheasants and game birds kiLI- ized as yet, but several
bluebirds feed oftener on the other side of time at the camps is “ Jennie” the
ed but song birds, ducks and poultry. have alighted on it and investigated the house, and reailly seem to enjoy tepua deer, who has a garden otf her
Aliens who shouId pay $15.00 for a the bill of fare
A small branch is human companionship, following one own, and who will be a
regular
Mr. and Mrs. Harden will spend
license were out with a $1.00 hunter's nailed over this board and other along the roadsides quite a distance. boarder at Camp Eofcheai this winter.
the winter at these camps, making
license and seemed to think that it birds seem to think this is a part
From the chamber windows can Sihe is not really fastidious in her
improvements and getting ready for
An ear of corn sus be had a look into the branches of appetite but Mrs. Harden is very
gave them a right to shoot anything of the tree.
next season’s business.
A marked
that moved.
One gentleman, com pended by a wire from the
Many birds particular to have doughnuts regular
same the big hackmatack®.
improvement was made the past year
plains that they killed all his tame tree, has caught the eye of a crow, ilove to feed here.
One day recent ly on the menu for the young lady.
by the addition of a kitchen, thus
ducks and when he remonstrated who came into the tree but eviden- ly a yellow warbler wa® busy here She is very fond of cookies and ap
giving a cozy and commodious din
A gray for four hours and came so close to ples and most anything given her.
with the Italian who shot the last ly “ darsn’t” get nearer.
ing room, leading out of tlie office.
The They also grain her every day. She
one, he was asked what be was go squirrel got as near as he could and us we hardly dared breath.
There are several private
camps
ing to do about it.
Another man seemed to be planning how be could 'white breasted nuthatch and brown weighs right around 100 and is judg
which are c c z y and comfortable with
lost all his dufck-s but did not have capture the pri^e, but he too gave it creeper are often seen on the trunks ed to be about six years ofd.
bath room connected, and people who
the satisfaction of knowing who got up . From a pear tree is suspended and earlier the goldfinches came
This deer has been
running are guests at these camp®' look for
them.
by wires, a birch limb.
This is hol there in numbers, while in the top
through the woods all summer in ward with pleasure and anticipation
The game wardens, were so few lowed out like a trough and has seed branches, the chickadee is always that section visiting the lumbering to their next visit.
busy.
The juncos have found this
that they were of no consequence. in it.
camps of Deshant & Son,
which
Since migration began there is al
We copied the following names
Had the open season begun o>n scpne and seem to enjoy it, but the queer
are across the pond from Harden’s
So many
from the register: F. J. Lindsay, E.
other day than a holiday they might part of it is that only one feeds at a ways some fascination.
and seemed very tame. Sbe would
If another gets on the branch strange birds come and§ go without
W. Marble, H. E. Knapp, F. C. Mor
have controlled the slaughter in a time.
walk into the camp and up to the
The our making sure just what they are
rison, West Farmington; Mr. and
measure but as one of them said—- he is promptly driven off.
table
and
take
doughnuts
and
cookies
Mrs. F. M. Farbush and family, Au
“ You can control a small brook and kitchen has windows1 on three sides. and so many of the birds that have from the plates.
Often She would
you might do something with a river, Under the east window and near the held alecf in wood and pasture all come to Harden’s camps and they burn; Nera M. Blunt, Lewiston; F.
C.
but you can’t control’ a flood.” Think big woodbine the farmer has rested summer, now come close that the would feed heir and off she would C. Bateman, Madison; Gecrge
of it!
60,000 men!
Sixty full reg a long branch on three crotched housework gets many interruptions, go, often swimming across
the Gilchrist. Miss A. T. Gilchrist, Mel
rose, Mass.: A. G. Kennedy, M. D.,
iments, licensed to kill1 and turned sticks so that it as about three feet while we try to get better acqua'nted pond.
This lias proved with our feathered friend®.— H. G.
G. A. Merrill, M. D., Ora R. Dolloff,
loose on Massachusetts in one day, from the ground.
Mrs. George Bonney of
Boston, Eleanor R. Sargent, Peter Shea, Bos
besides the farmers, boy-s and the to be a favorite resting place fcr V., Auburn, in Le/wiston Sun.
who was passing the summer at ton; Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Coburn, Mr,
many
birds
and
they
do
not
seem
to
unlicensed horde.
A man who rais
•their cottage at Long pond with her an Mrs. E. L. Weltmam,
Auburn;
es pheasants found automobiles pa realize that it was put there on pur
T H E F IS H
DOCTOR
family, got very fond of the deer, W. Armstrong Smith,
pose
to
givie
us
a
chance
to
look
at
Bridgeport,
trolling the road in front of bis place
as she also called at her cottage. Conn.; Lynn Dennison,
Phillips;
■with, men on the running board them.
Mrs. Bonney would take a
canoe
Charles Z. Southard, New York; John
Ever hear of a fish doctor? They
ready to shoot every bird that came
D istinguished V is ito r s
trip down to the camps and Jennie
L. P.bilbriek, guide, Rangeley; R. L.
have one in Boston.
It would
over the fence.
The gunners care
would follow along in the water like
Heifers, Washington', D. C.; B. P.
On
the
morning
in
question,
I
was
naturally be expected that if there
lessly or purposely set fires in many
a dog.
Mrs. Bonney became fear
towns, and in some cases went on busy with, household duties when the was a fislh doctor anywhere in: this ful that she would be shot for a Schofield, N. Y.; Warren H. Cogs
well, Phi la.; Wm. E. Waterhouse and
the
ahead of the fires and killed
the farmer said, “ Lock, quick, there he pcun try he would be found at
(wild deer, when the hunting season
wife, Melrose, Mass.; Bertha I. Poor,
I looked and the “new” bird Hub.
The fish doctor 'is Peter S.
game that the fires drove out. Fences is !”
opened and so Mr. Harden informed Hebron; Mary Roesehen,
Kathryn
sweet-voiced McNally, who bais1 charge otf the
Were cut, thousands of acres of proved to be our old
the fish and game commissi oners otf Roesehen, Lawndale, Pa.;
H.
L.
I had long aqarium! at South Boston. He has
woodland w ere burned over; thous friend of the woods.
the true facts of the case and Chair
ands of cords of wood and some ago seen a hermit thrush on a stone •found that the fishes in the great man: Austin: went there and investig Welch., Haines Landing; Dorothy R.
buildings were destroyed.
A rough wall near enough' to examine him, tank® there are triable to attacks of ated and gave Mr. Harden permis Voonhees, Morristown, N. J.; W. R.
Crowell, W. J. Weld, Portland; Mr.
He has found that they
estimate of the damage caused is hut never since had I got very near, illness.
sion to keep tlie deer penned.
and Mrs. C. W. Middleton,, Jr., Miss
$20,000 to $30,000.
The Game Com and now here wa® one sitting on our
It goes without saying that Jen- Cecile F. Howell, Cooper
Howell,
We
missioners have
received reports branch within five feet of us.
nie is a great pet.
No
doubt Pih'iiadephia, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. N. A.
that sllfpw 3000 pheasants were killed, looked his back over care,fully noting
“ Sid” will hawie a well trained deer Houston.
but no one knows how many more the marked reddish color of his tail,
by spring as she will now stand up
Jwere not reported or how
many and then in the most accommodating
on her hind feet if they do not pass
thousands of grouse, quail,
wood fashion, he turned around so that we
the food to her as quickly as she
ducks and small birds died that day. could plainly see the markings of
thinks
they ought.
Her name has B A R E H A N D E D K I L L S A B E A R
The next day the. Governor issued his breast and the yellowish ring
been
changed
once.
The men. at
The clucking sound
a proclamation closing the hunting about the eye.
camp
ca0ed
her
‘‘
‘
Jimmie,”
but after
season.
It was time; A few more and the peculiar flirting of hi® tail
After a desperate struggle, Special
she became a boarder at
Camp
when,
startled
were
nefw
to
me.
such days would have left the coun
Dejputy Sheriff Brown of Solon
Eothen,
it
was
thought
the
proper
try looking like Belgium. Now, since It 1® needless to say that ray atten
thing to change her name, more suit Springs, Wife., killed a 300-pound
rain has fallen, the open season is tion was very much divided all that
able to her sex, and Jennie answers black hear with' hi® hands, accord
duties
on again,.
But the most remarkable forenoon between household
He has the car
to her new nalme very readily as it ing to his story.
and
thruslhe®,
and
I
am
not
ashamed
effect o f day of “blood and fire”
cass to substantiate his claim.
is
so
much:
like
her
former
name
thai
is that farmers and land owners are to own that the birds (there were
apparently she has n)ot noticed the
Oppoiite State House, Boaton, Mans.
Brown’s story is that while in the
the
posting their land.
The Board of two pairs of them) received
difference.
woods thie bear visited his camp and
OfferB
room
with
hot
and
lion’s
share,
for
not
often
in
a
life
Agriculture, the Fish and Game Pro
cold water for $1.00 per day
ransacked his larder while tie of
tective Association and the Audubon time did I expect to get the chance
and up, which include® free
ficer was away.
On hi® return he
to
w
ratch
our
ohiefest
songster
at
Monday
morning
of
this
week
use
o
f
public
phower
baths.
Societies have been flooded with re
laid in ambush for fcbe bear, which
close
range.
Messrs. E. J. Shwall and Elfries of
quests for posters, and land owners
Nothing to Bqual This in New England
returned at night.
Brown fired at
New York, who have been in camp
But for three days these birds bun
are organizing to co-operate in patrol
the animal, hut onlly wounded him,
Rooms
with
private
bathe
since October 12th', left for
their
A part of
ling their fends.
A movement al around that woodbine.
and the bear charged.
In grappling
for $1.50 per day and up;
home.
Mr. Shwall, got two deer,
pairs.
ready^ is on foot to do away with the time there were three
suitee of two room® and bath
he lost Tills knife and had to finish
a buck weighing about 250 and one
very
the opening of the season on Colum Most of the time they were
for $4.00 per day and up.
the work with his hands.
Even when it was damp and
bus Day.
Alii read sportsmen wi,ll quiet.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF dee, besides numerous partridges.
The bear wa® finally choked to
favor this.
Another movement is cloudy, some one of them, often two
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
death,.
During the struggle most
gaining headway to ask the Legislat at a time, would sit for a long time
Send for Booklet
Mr. and Mrs. C. W, Middleton of of the officer’® clothes were cilaiwed
their STOKER F. G RAFTS G en. Manager
ure to declare a close for five years on that branch, humped up,
Philadelphia and party of six cam® from hd® body.
on all game.
It looks as if the gun wing® and tails drooping in the most

THRUSHES SEEN
NEAR AT HAND

A Three Days’ Study of the Incom
parable Hermit Through a
Kitchen Window.

NEW BOARDER
AT CAMP EOTHEN

Guests Bag Game as Well as See
an Abundance.
*

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

WOODS,

Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and|Gamps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line fx-om Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles- being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fislflng the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling, etc.
Jackm an, Maine

H. P. M cK EN N EY, Proprietor,

Write for booklet.

Are You Going Hunting?
\ g 3 ff

I f so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how longVou wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

THE

EXACT

COST

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all during October and November. I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
T he G arry P on d G am ps

YORK

CAMPS,

Furnished camps and furnished cook places'will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be fo r sale at the Camps,
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to

RAN G ELEY, M AINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

♦
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

F I S H I N G

OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

John <£arville*s Camps
at S p rin g L ake

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. M cK E N N EY, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.

Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
I f yov want to know what is what in the Huntery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake |ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
It
is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
information
on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
at
any
price.
Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington.
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
W.
Va.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

JOSEPH H. W H iT E , Proprietor
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
A famous resort for anglers and hun route. Tavern all year. Lake View Hduse
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Raugeiey, Maine.
Maine.

W

E S T

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

E N D

H O T E L

H. M. CASTNER,
Portland,

Prop’r.

Mains

On Cusuptic Lake— Fishing unexcelled
— Best of hunting— Special rates for
June. September, October and Novem
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
Maine.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport i RANGELEY LA KE S
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
men. All farm, dairy products, pork for free circular
CAPT. F. G. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
American plan. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
feast trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine.

DEAD RIVER REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s idea) family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.

OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream . W ashin gton Co.. Me.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N orw ay Pines Honse and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. G ood
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steam ei to
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
any part o f the laxe territory. The best hunt
AND LOG CAMPS.
ing. fishing and vacation section o f beautiful
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
ROSE. Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
April 1st.

BIC RESULTS
FROM SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms,
Boats; A Dog, A nr Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don't want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you.

Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

P H IL L IP S ,
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duced as especially creepy and sugges-; r* A
tive of the hour, while fortunes were V J t t i U L
AO
obtained from the witches’ kettle in
charge of Mildred H jntoon, also were
foretold in the witches’ tower by Susan
Tibbetts. Much amusement was also!
furntahed while bobbing f» r a p p l« and i T h e R r r t M oose Comes Through
seeking future partrn rs oy a Canute j
and looking glass. Rena Quimby, Ar- j
villa Bean and Ida Pepper as Blue- j
beard’s Wives and GaTuenta
Corey, j
Cherrie Tpothaker, Zelrna Robertson, j
(Special C o rres p o n d e n c e.)
Susie Stewart, Irene Keimpton, Till,el- J
Monday, the first day of the com
Rangeley, Nov. 3—Wednesday even rna Quimby, Hal Tibbetts and Herb
was
ing, October 28, Kemankeag Lodge> ert Lamb as ghosts added to the plete open season on game,
No. 213, F. & A. M ., was instituted “ creepiness” of tilte assembled com marked by the largest game receipts
Receipts at Maine
by the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge pany.
A brief program, song, Susie of the season.
of Maine in due and ancient form. The Tibbetts; piarno solo, Bertha Russell; Central station show that 81 deer, 3
Grand Lodge officers were as follows: reading, Madeline Harnden, wais en bear and one moose passed through
This number
M. W ., Thomas H. Bodge, G. M .; R. joyed, followed by a sociable, music Bangor on that day.
when
W ., Waldo Pettengill, D. G. M .; Fred for which was furnished by the Ran runs far ahead of last year,
Trefethern as Sr. G. W . ; Ernest A. geley orchestra.
The class
feel the receipts up to and including Nov.
Parlin, Jr. G. W .; James Morrison, G. very grateful to the orchestra mem 2 showed 436 deer, 9 bear and no
This year’s total is, to date,
Sr. D .; Leo Taylor, G. Jr. D .; Harry bers, who so kindly gave their ser moose.
moose,
Punch and candy were on 477 deer, 43 bear and one
A. Look, G. Sr. S .; Frank L. Badger, vices.
About $21 showing a lead in every* department
G. Jr. S .; William H. Fultz, G. Chap.; sale during the evening.
L. Elwell Jones, G. M ar.; William E. will be added to the treasury fund The lead of 41 deer over last year
Howell, G. Tyler. The Most Worship of the class of 1915 against the ex is most pleasing and the hopes for
ful Grand Master Thos. H. Bodge, as penses inc ident to the graduation ex a large total at the end of the sea
son looks very good.
sisted by L. Elwell Jones as G. Mar ercises.
Already almost nine times as many
■Miss Winifred Hinkley, accompan
shall installed the officers selected and
appointed for the ensuing term: Eu ied by Dr. F. B. Cjolhy leaves for bear as were killed last year have
Minnesota, Wednesday been sent through Bangor. It looks
gene I. Herrick, W . M .; Fred B. Colby, Rochester,
Sr. W . ; Sylvader Hinkley, Jr. W . ; morning, going by way of Montreal. as if this season would rank well
Harry A. Furbish, Treas.; Charles L. Miss Hinkley goes tp consult Mayo with many of the past years in the
Harnden, Sec.; Charles W . Barrett. Sr. Brothers, who are eminent surgeons number of bear killed.
Hon. Frank E. Mace of Augusta,
D .; John A. Russell, Jr. D .; Arthur S. for a. throat trouble. Miss Hinkley’s
Arnburg, Sr. S .; Melvin D. Tibbetts, many friends hope for a permanent candidate for state land agent and
forest commissioner and member of
Jr. S-; Leon D. Haley, chaplain; Frank relief.
J. A. Russell and family enjoyed tlie state game commission, was a
C. Porter, Marshall; Lovell D Nile,
visitor to Bangor, Monday. Mr. Mace,
Tyler; Olin R. Rowe, Organist. At a trip to Phillips recently.
Isaac Mitchell is moving into the it will be remembered, was former
the close of the exercises a bountiful
ly state land agent, and has- since
banquet consisting of sandwiches, sal Furbish tenement on High street.
connected with the Great.
Mrs, Ara Ross was a recent visit been
ads, cakes, coffee and fruit was served
Northern
Paper Co.
or
in
Phillips.
by the committee in charge.
Mrs. Ernest Sargent and two child
Mrs. E. H. Whitney of Phillips was a
ren of Rumfcrd are guests of her
Game received at Bangor:
recent guest of friends in town.
L. McGown, Bangor.
1 deer
Mrs. William Boulter is the guest of mother Mrs. Almon Wilbur.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvander Hinkley F. B. Martin, Portland,
1 "
her aunt, Mrs. Margaret Pratt, for a
Mrs.
T.
W.
Martin,
Portland,
and
family
were
in
Strong
Thursday.
1 ”
few weeks.
Agis and Karl Oakes spent the J. A. Martin, Portland,
1
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Haley and chil
Plummer Chadbourne, Guil
dren have returned home from a visit recent holiday at Kennebago.
ford,
The Ladies’ class recently organi
1 1”
with relatives in Phillips.
B.
B.
Southard, Bangor,
zed
at
the
Baptist
church
will
here
1 l>ear
Mr. Vaughan, Harrison Amber, Miss
1 deer
Beatrice Jones and Miss Lena Weeks after be designated as the Ladies’ Ora B. Hathaway, Bangor,
The class num H. E. Preble, Old Town,
1 ’*
returned home Sunday after attending Lakeside League.
bers 21 members and a cordial in W. H. Frederick, Boston,
2
Teachers convention at Portland.
J. Sherman Hoar was in Farmington vitation is extended to every lady to Forrest F. Pike, Melrose,
join.
T h e meetings are held in « Mass.,
i
the latter part of the week.
2
Winfield Badger and daughter, Miss the Ladies’ Parlor and it is hoped Edward Graham, Boston,
1
Elsie, of Phillips were week end guests to make the meetings both profitable Gustav Shultz, Boston,
and interesting.
John A. Nicholson, Boston, 2
of relatives in town.
The teachers of the Sunday school j B- E- Hodgins, Bangor,
2
Among those attending the Colbyinstruction|W. Googins, Lewiston,
1
Maine football game at Waterville m^t Monday evening for
McLeod, Portland,
2
were the following, making the trip by and to discuss topics pertaining t o p *
2
automobile: Charles Switzer, G. W. j the Sunday school, especially -with George Feeday, Portland,
i
Pickle, Ed Lowell, Herman Huntoon, i regard to increasing the membership, j L-McKenney, Boston,
i
Cleon Oakes, Reed and Omer Ellis, j At the close of the session, a delic-' s -Bonsey, Ellsworth,
Vernon Stewart, Hayden Huntoon, ; ious treat of fruit was served. A n -! A- T - Blackington, Rockland, 2
Muriel Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Mar other teachers’ meeting will be held George B. Crafts, Boston,
Winslow Warren, Boston,
shall. Much sympathy is tendered the a w°ek from Monday evening.
Miss Prudence Richardson is sup A. F. Osgood, Vinalhavem,
members of^he party who met with
“ bad luck'’ out all enjoyed the trip de plying Miss Hinkley’s place at the C. Newbold, Vinalhaven,
bank.
George FenneJly, Bar Harbor,
spite minor difficulties.
C. B. Harris has sold his house on
Miss lit Jen Raymond and Mrs. Mrs. S. W. Munson, Bangor,
Main street to Reuben Wilbur. It will Albert Dunton have been on the sick C. A. Bodge, Bangor,
Lawrence & Co., Boston.,
bear
be occupied by Otto Wilbur, who has list the past week.
O. Stone, Orono,
Frank
Giles
returns
to
Portland
moved from the Warren Stevens tene
ment.
Wednesday to resume work.
He F- R. Young, Waterville,
H. G. Oakley, Mattocks,
Mrs. W. S. Marble and family are at will be accompanied by his sister,
F. E. Brown, Mattocks,
Mrs.
I.
D.
Hoar,
who
goes
for
a
few
Dixfield for the winter.
H. C. Dearborn, Mattocks,
Mrs. J. B. Marble left Monday morn ■lays’ stay with friends.
J. J. McKinney, Bar Mills,
ing for Portland.
George A. Murch, Old
George Snowman and William Nel
Orchard,
son are shingling their buildings. C.
W illiam ' Palmer, Bid deford,
Berne Ellis is making extensive altera
Walter S. Barr, Springfield,
tions in his home on Allen street.
Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Haley and
Louis Katchum, Old Town,
party are spending a few days at their
Nov. 2.
Mrs. W. Getchel], Old Town,
camp at Sandy River pond.
The ground was white with snow E. Bailey, Lincoln,
Ed Grant returned to Kennebago af
Paul Coolidge, Newport,
one day the Last week.
ter spending a short time with his
Mrs. Omar Durrell lias come cut George Barnes, Old Town,
daughter, Mrs. Charles Cushman.
Mrs. Carl Hennings and daughter, from Big Island Camps where she Wesley Simpscn, Bucksport,
Augusta, left Tuesday morning for a has been working for several months. G. S. Pusher, Bangor,
short visit at Phillips. Mr. Hennings She has returned to her home at Sam Lancaster, Bangor,
Stratton.
William Rosebush, Boston, 1
is on a hunting trip and will join her
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. MLler of Mad H. W. Whitaker, Waterville, 1 deer
later.
j »
Jhe former has V. Jenkins, Bangor,
Albert Carlton returned home Mon ison are in town.
2 ”
day night from Boston where he went been, to Chase Pond hunting and he E. Williams, Verond, N. J .,
to carry a fine saddle horse recently secured a fine buck deer. Mrs. Mil W. Crane, Danvers, Mass.,
purchased of Ira Hoar by C. W Lasell. ler is visiting her mother and sisters. J. Keiman, Beverly, Mass.,
Warren Dyer is working at Ledge A. D. Spellman, Wilflimantic,
Mrs. Hal Ellis and children have re
Conn.,
turned from an extended visit with rel Falls for E. H. Look.
Oscar
Thomas, Old Town,
Quite
a
number
in
town,
attended
atives at Madison
The members of the Senior class. R. the pie sociable at the Pine Grove G'Scar Thomas, Lincoln,
E- A!lein. Boston,
H. S., gave a delightful Hallowe’en schoolhouse Friday night, October 30IW. H. Allen, Jr., Boston,
party at the Grange hall Friday even and reported a gtood tilfcae.
Miss Olive Taylor bias returned!
Y - Williams, New York,
ing. The decorations were very appro
L.
G. Small, Old Town,
home
from
Farmington
where
she
priate, consisting of red, yellow, orange
been attending the Normal W. Barnes, Boston,
and black crepe paper, black cats, etc. has
The lights were furnished by various school.
Jack Parnell has come out from
Jack o’-lanterns of artistic counteChain of Ponds, where he lias been
Game Wardens Vigilant.
narces.
The Ghosts’ eye, witches’
guiding and returned to his home at
booth and dead hand were all intro
Stratton.
Miss Louise Sterry has
finished
The game wardens are unusually
NOTICE.
working at The Sargent and has vigilant this season in keeping watch
gone tio Stratton to visit her sister, for a few persons who seeing to b9
Notice is hereby given that the
Rangeley Trust Company of Rangeley, Mrs. Bernard Taylor.
willing to bend the Law prohibiting
WiiMie Robbins has finished work ti'.e use o f any kind of a motor
Maine, has been notified in writing that
book of deposit number 377, issued by ing at The Sargent and is at Strat
boat in chasing, hunting or gunning
said bank, has been lost and that the ton. working for Bernard Taylor.
hny sea.’ birds, duck or water fowl!
owner desires to obtain duplicate
Mrs. George Ricker and
sister, in any of the inland waters of tha
thereof
Mrs. Clint Mender and son visited state
Rangeley Trust Company,
The penalty is not less than
By H A. Furbish, Treas.
Mrs. Phil Wyman one day the past $25 nor more than $100 and costs for
Rangeley, Maine. Oct.’8. 1914.
week.
each offense

RANGELEY HAS
MASONIC LODGE

WERE VERY LARGE

Ladies' Class Will Be Known as
Ladies’ Lakeside League.

Monday the Best Day of the
Season.

EUSTIS

moose

